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A B S T R A C T

In heavy water type nuclear reactors the detection

and control of heavy water and light water escapes from different systems

is of vital importance in the successful and economic operation of these

type of plants. The high cost of heavy water makes it imperative to

minimise all such escapes, in order to reduce the loss as well as the

upgrading cost of downgraded collection recovered from the reactor build-

ing . Original methods and devices have been developed at the Karachi

Nuclear Power Plant which successfully solve this problem. This report

describes the constructional and operational features of these devices.
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TECHNIQUES AND DEVICES FOR THE DETECTION,
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WATER LEAKS IN NUCLEAR REACTORS WITH
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T _ n - INTRODUCTION;

Control of heavy water and light water leaks in nuclear
reactors, especially in that of the heavy water type ( i . e . CANDU Concept )
is of fundamental importance for the safe and economical operation of the plant.
This requires use of highly reliable sensitive and fast methods to detect, locate and
estimate even very small leaks, both during the operation and shutdown state of
the reactor.

During operation and ready shutdown state most of the equip-
ment In the reactor containment building contains water at high temperature and
pressure. For example the pressure and temperature of the Primary Heat Transport
System of KANUPP is about 1550 Psi and 550° F respectively during the normal
operation of the Plant. Any water that leaks out is immediately converted into
steam which is not ordinarily visible. Reactor Buiidîr.g is kopt well ventilated and
often the hot points such as reactor end fittings are in the wake of air draughts
to take the heat away. Thus the leaking steam is immediately diluted and lost
into reactor atmosphere.

Generally the surrounding radiation fields are also very high.
For example in KANUPP, radiation field is about 50 R at 1 f t . distance from the
reactor end fitting. The building atmosphere is also contaminated with tritium
which is also highly radio-active. During reactor operation the building is un-
(iccessible for the personnel due to the very high radiation fields in the
containment.

Above mentioned difficulties dictate that heavy and light water
leak search techniques for nuclear reactors must have fast response, be extremely
reliable and preferably remote in operation. This is particularly true for leak search

at the reactor end fittings.

In the known methods, leak search in such circumstances is done
by the ultrasonic detectors, which work on the principle that high pressure leaks
through the pinholes, hair-line cracks or openings are generally associated with the
emission of ultrasonic sound. However, this assumption is not always true and also
the pick-up noise from the surrounding, cause the reliability of such devices doubtful.

Ultrasonic type leak detectors have been in use on some of the
Canadian nuclear reactors but the performance as reported, is not satisfactory.

In KANUPP we have concentrated on methods for detection of
moisture directly by means of especially developed moisture sensitive transducers.
These transducers consist of both the hygrosensor type and photocell light sensitive



type. The KANUPP direct approach has resulted in extremely reliable and sensitive
equipment to detect, locate and estimate the exact nature of the heavy water and
light water leaks from different equipment in the reactor system.

In one form the leak detector is mounted on the fuelling machine
and can scan the reactor face remotely from the control room in less then half an hour.
Portable devices have also been developed for leak search on the pumps, and valves,
under the insulation and other equipments in a short time and thus relieving the
operators from taking high radiation doses.

The implementation of these devices and techniques has resulted
into considerable saving in Heavy water escape from the systems, improved the plant
availability and have given a tremendous confidence to operators in plant operation as
they understand the leak behaviour of their plant better.

Prior to the development of these tools and devices KANUPP's
annual loss of heavy water was as high as 5000 kg costing nearly one million dollars
at the present conditions of D2O availability. This loss has now been cut down to
less than 25% .

Apart from this direct saving in foreign exchange to the country
these inventions have helped reduce the problem of obtaining additional amounts of
heavy water which has become difficult to get as a result of the policies of nuclear
material supplier count ires.

Impact of these Developments on KANUPP Performance :

The impact of use of these inventions in KANUPP was immediate
and quite impressive. Leak search operation during plant shutdown b«cam« very reliable,
quick and efficient. The reactor systems could then be tested for leak search in a much
shorter time thus saving the workers from taking high degree of radiation dose and allow-
ing early reactor start up also.

Leak search of the reactor faces ( reactor end fittings which are 416
in KANUPP ) was made possible during the plant operation from the control room by means
of these newly developed tools and techniques. Entire reactor face could then be
scanned for leaks in 30 minutes si tting in the Control Room and leaking «nd fitting were
then retorqued by means of the fuelling-machine-head controlled remotely from the Control
Room. Retorqued end fittings are then further tested for leaks. Reactor faces are regularly
scanned and/after every major power cycle transients. It was discovered by means of
these sensitive tools that reactor end fitting start leaking after severe power cycling due
to thermal or hydraulic shocked also.



In 1973 the station had 5 shutdowns attributed to the unacceptably high
D2O escape rates. Subsequent to the implementation of these invention from Nov.
1973 , there has been no shutdowns attributed to high D2O leak rates.

Thus plant availability and reliability improved considerably.

The D2O escape rates and loss rate figures have also come substantially down.
The comparative statement for the period Jan. 1973 to Nov. 1973 (Before the use of
this invention) and for the period Jan. 1974 ( after the invention was installed is given
below):-

Operating Period

1973(10-5 months)

1974(7.5 months)

Escape

2.44

1.51

Average Kg/hr
rate : Loss rate

0.95

0.56

The figures demonstrate how the plant performance had improved after the use
of these devices in KANUPP.

Due to these inventions, the performance of KANUPP from the point of view
of D2O escape rate and losses has been exceptionally good and examplary for other operators
of similar nuclears reactors in the World.

Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission has achieved considerable economic benefit
in terms of greater plant availability, plant reliability and reduced heavy water losses.

The devices have been named as " SBM Probes" in recognition of the services
of Mr. S.P-a$hir-ud-Din Mahmood rendered in their development, by his colleagures at
Karachi Nuclear Power Plant.







2.0. KARACHI NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
( THE REFERENCE REACTOR )

The Karachi Nuclear Power Plant ( KANUPP ) is located at Paradise Point about
20 miles to the West of Karachi. It is of 137 MWe gross capacity and based on heavy water reactor
concept. The station layout is shown in Figure, 1 . It consists of four buildings — Reactor Building
housing the reactor proper and auxiliary heat transport system ; Turbine Building housing the turbine
generator and auxiliary system ; Service Building consisting of workshops, laboratories ; Pumphouse
where sea water pumping station is located.

The reactor building contains the entire reactor system , fuelling machines and steam
generators. It is constructed of prestressed concrete and designed to 28 psig pressure to contain
maximum credible accident in case of system rupture, thus ensuring that no radioactive gases will
pollute the atmosphere under such an accidental condition.

The reactor consists of a horizontal calandria vessel containing heavy water moderator
and 208 col «ant tube assemblies. The coolant tube, containing fuel and heavy water coolant,
passes through Zirconium alloy calandria tubes. The coolant tube terminates at the end fitting which
permits access for refuelling. KANUPP uses natural uranium as fuel and heavy water as moderator
and coolant. The fuel is in sintered UO2 pellets and contained in Zircoium- 2 .5 per cent Niobium
alloy tubing to make a fuel element. Nineteen such elements each 19.5" long and 0.600 " dia are
arranged in circular array to form one fuel Kud le .

The reactor vessel called calandria is about 16 f t . long and 16 ft dia, containing 208
coolant tubes with each tube having eleven fuel bundles. High pressure heavy water coolant at
1,500 psig and temperature of 520°F ( average ) passes over the fuel at 25 ft/sec, and transfers heat
produced by fission in the fuel to ordinary water in boilers to produce steam which is supplied to
the turbine at 559 psia, 478.6° F .

Each coolant tube projects out of the two end of the calandria and terminates in the
end fitting to which feeder pipes are connected. The end fitting is capped by a closure plug which
is one of the main sources of heavy water leaks that prompted this study and subsequent development
of leak detection techniques at KANUPP.

Since reactor systems consish. of high pressure heavy water, some of it leaks into
the atmosphere within the building inspire of all the design provisions in corporated. Besides
this some light water from the boiler system leaks into the same atmosphere «This down-
grades the heavy water escaping from Hie reactor systems. Because of the high costs involved, the heav
water vapours are collected through a dryer system. The reactor building atmosphere is continuously
circulated through the dryer where the moisture is collected and dry air is sent back to the building
thus recovering most of the excaping vapours ( See Fig.3 ) . The collected heavy water which gets
downgraded due to mixing with light water is then processed back to reactor grade 99.75 per cent
heavy water by means of electrolytic process of upgrading.



3 0 MAJOR SOURCES OF LEAKS I N THE REAClOK BUILDING;

Different sources of leaks in a KANUPP type nuclear reactor have been discussed
in detail in Part !i of this report. With reference to these sources, in the following are described
the areas where to look for leaks at these sources :

3 1 . Leaks from the Pump and Valve G lands :

AH packings of valves, pumps and the main holes etc installed in the reactor
containment building, are provided with intermediate collection points.

Therefore any packing which is to leak out, must first develop internal leak from
the lantern ring to collection l ine. As a result the collection line will run hot. Few feet away
from the take off point temperature on this line may be taken as an indication of the degree of
the leak rate. Higher the line temperature more the rate of internal leak.

if the collection line runs cold then the possibility of external leak is very remote

and reverse is also true.

3 . 2 . Leaks from the Welded Joints;

Although all the welded joints are Fully radiographed, even then it has been occasion-
ally experienced that same welds fail and develop leaks.

3.3.

3.4.

Leaks from Pipe Couplings ;

Flanged pipe couplings also form a frequent source of leaks .
Leaks Under the Laggings;

It is a general practice that all pipings, tanks and valve bodies containing hot fluid
are insulated to prevent the dissipation of heat to the atmosphere. The insulation material may be
glass wool, asbestos magnasiamixture etc. Leaks may develop under this insulation cover. Such
leaks are hidden leaks and may not be detected from the surface easily. However, internally
the insulation is wetted in due time.
Leaks from Reactor End Fittings:

Mechanism and nature of leak from the reactor end fittings is discussed in detail
in Part II of this report. Due to the extensive nature of the problem and hazards associated with
i t , special care and equipment is required for leak search on the reactor end fittings. Reactor
end fitting is the main source of heavy water leaks in all the CANDU type of nuclear reactor.

3 . 6 . Fueling Machine <ss Leak Source:

Lot of heavy water e;, apes to atmosphere in the process of fueling from the fueling
machine, head.

3.5.



After fueling operation, the closure plug is tightened on the end fitting and
then the fuelling machine is removed and moved to the next channel. Atthi» stage heavy
water enclosed in the space between the cup of closure plug and the fuelling machine head
is wasted to atmosphere. Also, the leak continues through the closure plug seal and threaded
joints for sometime after,till these leak points are sealed by the layer of lithium hydroxide
present in the heavy water coolant.

4 , 0 . Light Water Leaks:

Heavy water leaks sources enumerated above are for the i.oavy water circuit
of the reactor. Similar type of equipment in the light water circuit are also rite sources of
light water escapes in the reactor building. In addition to i t , light water may be added to
the reactor building atmospher through floor seepage, compressed air and openings/cavities
which are not thoroughly isolated from outside atmosphere.

latter on.

5.0.

Further details on the light water leak sources are discussed in this Report

COMMONLY USED METHODS FOR LEAK DETECTION

It has been pointed out earlier that most of the leak sources are at high
temperature and pressure during the normal operation or the ready shutdown state of the
reactor. Water leaks from such sources are immediately converted into steam which mixes
with the cooling air draughts in the Reactor Building. Unless the leak rate is very
excessive such leaks are notordinarilywisible by camera or by naked eye and special
techniques and equipment is needed to detect them.

In the following are discussed various methods for detecting these leaks in the
Nuclear Reactors: -

5 . 1 . Human Perceptories Methods:

In this case no mechanical or electrical aid is required end the operator
mainly depends upon his judgement of human perceptories : .e seeing, feeling, hearing,
touching or smelling. This is a crude method but helpful in locating very high leaks. As
mentioned earlier due to the presence of hot air droughts around equipment, this method
is generally misleading and unreliable, for minor and medium leaks.

In this method a team of operators seatter in the Reactor Building and observe
for leak on the equipment which are considered to have the tendency to develop leaks.



In KANUPP, comprehensive lists hav.ebeen prepared For the equipment
which should be checked for leak in the first instance by the operator. During the leak
survey, different areas are devided to the individuals who search leaks in their allocated
areas. This arrangement has produced relatively better results.

method :
The following are important steps which help to locate leak with this

1 . Feel carefully the collection lînç/few feet away from Us take off point. A line
running hot indicates -

i)

H)

in)

A definite intergasket or inter-packing leak. Degree of
leak may be considered proportional to the degree of
temperature.

An excessive inter-packing or intergasket leak indicates
that packing either need to be tightened or changing if
tightening does not reduce leak off rate.

There is possibility that external leak may also be there.

2 . For external leak check for the water vapours, bubbles and water droplets on the
gland packing near the stem/ shaft of valve or pump.

3 . Observe for the marks of Stains or corrosion around the points such as the unions,
gland packing etc. from where external leak could be possible. In general, if the
external leak has persisted for long, it would leave a colour mark on the point of
leak. A clear colour contrast should be suspected for leak at the point.

4 . Hot lagging should be observed for wetness, and colour change.

5 , 2 . Ultrasonic Leak Detectors ;

It is known that when gases/liquids leak through pinholes and minor cracks,
in general, ultrasonic sound is emitted in this process.

Applying this phenomena, ultrasonic sound detectors have been developed
in Canada to detect steam leaks indirectly. The operator moves around with an ultrasonic
detector probe, the output of which is amplified and fed to a head phone. Any abnormal change
in the head phone/Is taken for leak at the point under inspection.



This method of leak search is not satisfactory for the following reasons:-

a) Al l types of leaks do not emit appreciable ultrasonic sound, therefore/
some of the leaks may go undetected by this equipment, particularly if the
detector is not pointed in the line of sight for ultrasonic sound detection.

b) There are number of devices in the reactor equipment which also produce
ultrasonic sounds during their normal operation. These sounds are picked
up by the leak detection probe, as a result of which the information
obtained is noisy and can become misleading .

c) The Canadians who originated these techniques are not also fully satisfied
with the performance of this method.

5.3 Col ° u r Changing Tapes:

Certain chemicals change their colour in the presence of moisture. These
sensitive chemicals are deposited upon paper and cloth tapes which are being applied for
leak detection in some Canadian Reactors also and have independently been developed
atPINSTECH.

In practice the tape is put on the equipment liable to develop leak and routine
checks are made to see any change in its colour. If there is a colour change, leakage is
suspected in that equipment. In this way the colour changing tape behaves as a memory-
element.

Following are the limitations of the colour changing tapes for which reason they have not
found their extensive use in the Nuclear Reactors:-

a) These tapes suffer from aging effect and have tendency to change their
colour without being exposed to a leak, with time* This is probably due
to the prolonged effect of the moisture present in the reactor atmosphere.

b) Temperature of most of the component to be tested for leaks is high i . e .
about 40O°F . At this temperature the tapes char and get damaged.

c) It is not also possible to apply the tapes on all types of equipment in the
Reactor Building such as the reactor end fittings, which are the me, ;r
source of heavy water leak. Since their reaction is slow they are not
also suitable for detecting point to point leak;

d) Installation of such tapes is not always easy due to the particular shape
of the equipment.

10



5.3 1 Methods for Applying Tapes:

The moisture colour sensitive tapes are to be applied in the following manner
on different equipment : -

a) Fix hanging pieces of colour tapes from 2" to 4" length, along the
valve stem by means of masking tapes, allowing the free movement
of the stem. Care is taken that escaping steam should directly come
in contact with the tape.

b) Where fixing of the tape is not possible on the stem, the colour tape
may be held by masking tape on the body of the valve of cover the
gland packing.

c) In certain cases, tapes may be installed to shroud the leak points.

Precaution

Since tapes are liable to change colour due to aging or by absorbing
moisture from the atmosphere, the following precaution is very necessary
for reliability :

Always fix a reference tape nearby the equipment for
comparison.

5.4 Closed Circuit Television System ;

At certain places, particularly the reactor end-fitting a closed circuit television
arrangement was installed to directly view the leak point from the Control room. However,
this served its purpose only where the leak could be extremely high giving birth to a visible
jet of water or steam. Normally the leaks are in the form of super heated invisible steam
jet which are diluted in the surrounding air draughts thus lost for sight. Experience at
KANUPP had proved T.V.system of leak detection a failure except in a few cases when
the leak was extremely high on some of the reactor end fittings.

5.5. Limitations of these < .ethods:

Comments on the usefulness of these commonly employed methods have been made
in the individual cases as described above. It must be mentioned that in puiticular ,these
techniques suffer with the following disadvantages:-

1) All these are off-line methods and thus applicable only during the
plant shutdown only.

2) Methods are slow and therefore operators get lot of radiation dose during
the manual leak operation.

11



3) The techniques are least useful in locating leaking reactor end fitting
which are in fact the biggest single source of heavy water leak in the
CANDU reactors.

4) Even if some of the heavily leaking end fittings are located during the
plant shutdown, the results may not be applicable for the plant rn-line
periods as the system dynamics change during the plant operational
state.

detection developed
Thus commonly used water leak/techniques/previous to this research work

were crude and unsatisfactory in performance. These were only adhoc arrangements
to overcome a monster problem and systematic efforts to solve this problem was needed urgently.

11. a



6.0 END FITTING LEAK DETECTION METHODS DEVELOPED IN CANADA

The following five methods have been investigated in Canada for detecting leaks
from the reactor end fitting ( Ref: letter dt. June 4,1974, File No.08-64110 from Mr .L .A .
Zeller to Mr . G . W . Fletcher of A . E . C . L . ) : -

( a ) Caps for End Fittings:

These were incorporated with water sensitive materials which changed colour
in the presence of moisture. While workable this method was very clumsy and exposed the
station personnel to unwarranted radiation dosage in servicing them.

( b ) Closure Plate:

The use of the fuelling machine to apply a closure plate to specific end fittings,
thus temporarily providing an enclosed volume in which rate of pressure rise could be deter-
mined and correlated with loss rate. This method has been used successfully at Douglas Point
Generating Station but there has been some ambiguity in the results obtained as the
relation between pressure rise and leakage can be calculated in two ways ( based on differing
assumptions) which give different results» Inspite of this discrepancy useful results were
obtained particularly in discovering the location of the worst leakers.

( c ) Ultrasonic Leak Detectors:

Adaptation of the Hewlett Packard 40 KHz microphone which is used for leak
detection at N . P . D . This proved unsuccessful as the design of the D . P . G . S . end seal plugs
eliminates the possibility of " line of sight " pick up which the interrupted screw thread
design of the N . P . D . allows.

( d ) Dew Point Change Measurement:

A method of measuring the dew point change in a measured stream of air drawn
through the end fitting. In this arrangement a spring loaded collector housing is installed on
the end fitting and a measured stream of air is drawn through this enclosed space by means of
a pump, rotometer and a combination of valves to feed into Dew Point appratus. Trials on
laboratory end fittings showed that this method basically had a lot of merit but that the
equipment used in the trial runs was too bulky to be incorporated on the fuelling
machinexind thus abandoned.

( e ) Crystal Leak Detector:

This device consists of two quartz radio frequency crystals, one sealed in the
normal manner and the other coated with a material which oosorbs moisture proportionally
to the atmospheris moisture content. The resulting change in mass results in a change in the
characteristic frequency of the coated crystal. This changed frequency is compared electron-
ically with the reference frequency to give an audible beat frequency plus a visible
indication on a meter. The whole is installed in a hand sized instrument with an extension
probe to increase the operator's reach. A number of these units have been produced for
D . P . G . S . and used successfully to locate leaks in the Boiler room. No formal report has
yet been issued on this device as circuit and equipment improvements aimed at controlled
characteristics for components, rather than having to " tune " each circuit to the
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corresponding coated crystal, are under development. The technique has not been tried on
reactor end fittings.

In general these techniques have not proved entirely satisfactory. And tins
was one of the reasons for prompting us in KANUPP to find a reliable, handy and in-
expensive method for ac ^rarely locating and estimating theleaki from the reactor end
fittings. Techniques developed at KANUPP are described in the subsequent pages.
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DEVELOPMENT OF LEAK DETECTION AND
LEAK CONTROL TECHNIQUES AT

KANUPP:

7.0 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS:

In KANUPP development of means to detect and control the heavy and
light water leaks in the reactor building has been directed towards the following main
objectives : -

a) We should caref j l l y study and analyse different contributory factors in
the escape of light and heavy water in the reactor containment.

b) Possible measures should be adopted or developed to control the water
escapes and modify the equipment or a system if found necessary.

c) Equipment and methods should be developed to complete the off-line
manual leak search operation quickly with maximum reliability so that the operators
should receive minimum radiation dose.

d) Equipment and techniques should be developed for on-line leak search
operation at the reactor end fitting remotely from the Control room.

light and
e) A l l the tools/equipments developed for leak search should b^/éimple in
design, quick in response time, reliable In operation, cheap in cost and~ have long
operational l ife in the intensive radiation area and high temperature atmosphere
surrounding the reactor equipment.

have
f) The equipment should/high sensitivity towards very small leaks and should
also be able to locate and quantify the leaks.

g) Methods of controlling leaks and modification in any equipment for this
purpose must be reliable, safe and should not involve any major change in the existing
equipment or operation routines.

14



8.0. ANALYSIS OF SOURCES OF LIGHT AND HEAVY WATER LEAKS
IN THE CONTAINMENT:

One of the most important perameter under the consideration of
Heavy water type nuclear reactors designers is to keep the sources of both the heavy water
and light water leaks within the containment as small as possible. For this reason the
systems are designed for minimum number of valves^umps and welded joints as far as possible.
Moreover all the valves and pumps and gasket points ar« provided with collection lines to
collect the water gasket or packing leaks to reduce the leaks to atmospher. In spite of all
such possible precautionary measures taken in the design and construction of the plant,there
always remain the problem of leaking heavy water and Iight water in the reactor containment.

1 , Light Water :

Déminerai ized light water is circulated in the boilers to take up heat from
the reactor heavy water coolant. As a result, light water boils and gets converted to high
pressure steam at pressure 559 Psig and temperature 478.6° F in KANUPP systems. Because of
the high pressure and temperature conditions involved, there is a tendency for leaks to develop
past mechanical joints and valve glands etc. Normally such leakages would be inconsequential
as light water is inexpensive and does not present any radiation problem, except for those
portion of the system which are located in the reactor building, for reason explained below :-

The heavy water which leaks out of the system mixes with the light water
leaks in the reactor building atmosphere and is downgraded. Extent of downgrading depend
upon the relative leakage rate of light and heavy water in the containment.

As discussed earlier the reactor building atmosphere is continuously circulated
through a dryer system to remove the water content. The collection from the dryers, which is
a mixture of H2O & D2O , is sent to the upgrading plant where D2O is separated from the
H2O . Cost of recovery of D2O depend upon the degree of downgrading and increases sharply
with the decrease of D2O enrichment in the collection. Therefore, it is essential that content of
D2O in the collection should be as high as possible. This means light water leaks should be as
small as possible.

8.2.Light Water Leak Sources :

i) Ingress of moisture through penetrations between reactor building and outside,

ii) Floor seepage and inter-diffusion of outside and inside atmospheres through containment,

iii) Moisture through compressed air systems.

iv) Leaks from joints and unions in the collection lines and pipe network of the light water
system.

v) Leaks frotu the pump seals, valve packing, service holes and mainholes in the steam
generating' equipment and process water systems.
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8.3 Light Water Leak Through Penetrations :

During normal operation the reactor building is kept under slight negative
pressure so that its radioactive atmosphere does not leak out in the accessible areas. However,
there is always some air leak from the accessible areas inside the building.

As a rough estimate the leak rate through penetration may be assumed as
7 . 0 SCFM per in* penetration a r e a / i n of /^ P

As an example, penetrations totalling 100 in can cause an inflow of about
15 Ib. of light water per hour per inch of differential pressure, if there is a difference of only
45° F dew point between inside and outside atmosphere. Therefore, it is essential that all
penetrations between the containment and outside atmosphere must be carefully sealed.

Inflow of light water from outside to the reactor containment building have
been considerably reduced in KANUPP after sealing of the penetrations during the long shut-
down of Dec. 1973.

Appendix -1 gives the details of the experimental results performed to
locate the inter atmospheric penetration between the process water room and the boiler room
both of which are housed within the reactor containment building.

The process water room contains the collection pit, open to atmosphere, for
all light water collection lines coming from the hot boiler room light water circuits. In addition
it also houses the main equipment relating to the process water. Due to open collectionof hot
light water the humidity level in the process water room is generally very high i .e . 80% or
even higher.

Due to relatively lower atmospheric pressure ( ^ P I " ) highly humid air
of process water leaks into the boiler room through inter penetrations.

In our investigation! ( appendix-1 ) using the candlelight, cigarette smoke
and taking benefit of the dark/light contrast techniques., we located 16 leak points between
boilers room and process water room. Net leak area was nearly 15 square inches,meaning an
input of nearly 70 lbs of light water per day in the boiler room.

Similarly outside humid air enters the boiler room through defective door
seals and voids left in the path way of the pipes and cable penetrations. Experimental investi
gation were carried out U locate all such voids and inter leak points through the door seals.
After location of these inter atmosphere leak points steps were taken to rectify the defects.
These measure proved considerably successful in reducing the ingress of H2O moisture from
outside to the boiler room.

While closing leaks of light water through penetration it is also important
to study the seating behaviour of ventilation dampers. These are butterfly value type and if
not properly seated in their close position they can be a substantial source of light water
ingress from outside.
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8.4. Light Water Leaks Due to Seepage
and Inter-diffusion :

There is every possibility that water from the outside or the containment
building may seep inside especially so if the outside water table is higher.

To cor'-ol seepage of water from outside to inside special care is taken
during the construction phase of the reactor contaiment building. The KANUPP containment
building which consists of a prestressed concrete shell 115 f t . dia, 4 f t . thick with a pre-
stressed concrete hemispherical dome and a concrete base floor is coated inside with elas-
tometric lining consisting of multiple laycs of reoprene and hypoion.

Seepage tests ( appendix-II ) have shown that inflow of light water due to
this cause is small at KANUPP.

Diffusion of Moisture from Outside Atmosphere-Inside :

Depending upon the civil structure of the containment building, the
moisture from the outside can also diffuse in due to the difference in vapour pressure inside
and outside the containment building.

Rate of moistrue diffusion mostly depends upon the wall thickness, type of
concrete and anti diffusion paints used in the building structure,, and also the difference
between inside outside humidity, pressure and temperature . Where proper care has not been
taken, contribution to the light water leakage in the reactor containment building from this
cause could be appreciable.

Test Results;
Tests have shown that inflow of light water due to moisture diffusion is

negligible at KANUPP. Leaving aside the floor ar«athe inside containment area sceptical
to diffusion of moisture from outside atmosphere to inside atmosphere is nearly 50,000 Se).ft.
Out ltd» atmosphere humidity vari*» between 70% to 90% as th* station it situated
en th* Arabian 10a thor«.

Experiments were conducted to find out the moisture diffusion rate from
outside to inside and on the average this was found to be 100 mg/perday/so^t.

Thus light wofer vapours diffusing in through dome end walls was nearly
5 K g / day an average.

Since the reactor buildings are being constructed keeping in view the
problems of seepage and moisture diffusion, therefore, the overall light water leaks in the
containment building due to these sources remain quit low. In normal buildings of similar
size, the diffused moisture could be as high as 100 Kg /day or even more.
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8.5.Instrument Air as Light Water Source:

In the Nuclear Reactors, most of the instruments are of pneumatic type and use
dry air for their operation. It is estimated that 150 SCFM of dry air, " called instrument air"
of 70° F dew point, is used for this purpose at KANUPP.

During normal operation of the Reactor, dew point in the containment building
is maintained between + 20° F to - 20 F by means of a continuous closed cycle ventilation
arrangement through the dryers ( p i . refer to Fig.2 ' ) . From the outlet of the dryers, about
150 SCFM air is purged out to the stack in lieu of the 150 SCFM instrument air released in
the containment building. Dew point of air purged out is normally between +5 F to -30°F.
Since the instrument air released into the Reactor Building is more dry ( i .e . -70°F dew point)
than the air purged out ( i . e . -30° F dew point), therefore, instrument air is not a source of
light water accumulation in the Reactor Building. On the other hand this is a source of drying
the containment atmospheres.

8 .6 . Service Air & Mask Air System as Light Water Source:

Dew point of mask air is around + 50° F to + 60°F and of service air may be assumed
the same. Thus service air and mask air areloaden with light water and they are the potential
source of light water release in the containment building.

For example a 100 SCFM service air leak in boiler room would add light water at
the rate of about 4 lbs. per hour.

In view of this, the service/mask air system is kept isolated during normal operation
and its use is restricted during shutdown as much as possible.

8 .7 . Leakage through Valves, Pumps , F langes and Manholes :

These are the major source of light water leaks in the Reactor Building. The reason
being that with time the packing and gasket material shrink and worn out and loose their
original flexibility. The aging process particularly quick in case the fluid carried is hot
and under pressure as is the case in the nuclear reactors.

The pressure on the packing/ gaskets is adjusted by means of the tention of the
bolts . As the packing materials shrink with time the packing loosen with time and thus
allowing leak of water/ steam under pressure in the system, unless regular tightness is
insured by the adjustment the bolts , provided for this purpose.

8 .8 . Lantern Rings:

Invariably, all packing/gasket positions in the pumps,valves, pipe joints,manhole
plugs etc situated in the containment building are provided with intermediate leak -off
points, connected to the outside collection vessels through the collection lines . All light
water collection .lines are returned to the areas free of heavy water. All heavy water collection
Unes are returned to fully enclosed heavy water collection tanks, keeping all possible care
that down grading does not occur in this process.
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9.0

The intermediate leak off point in the packings is generally in the form of a ring,
machined in the housings of the spindles/shafts flanges, and therefore termed as lantern ring.
Fig. 3 illustrates the schematic view of a typical lantern ring in the packing of valve
spindle.

Leaks passing the packing are collected in the lantern ring and drained to the
collection tanks through the collection lines. Thus chances of outside leak to the atmosphere are
very much reduced.

HEAVY WATER LEAKS :

As in the case of light water leaks,flanges, glands of valve and pumps, defective
welds and faulty joints etc. contribute to the heavy water leaks in the reactor building. However,
to minimise leak from these sources, standard design practice is that most of the joints etc are
welded type in the heavy water system. Valves and pumps are especially designed for the
minimum leakage and also their number is kept as few as possible. Collection lines are provided
on all type of packings in the system.

Special packing techniques such as live loading of the valves have been developed
at KANUPP to keep the heavy water leaks to ths minimum as discussed later in this report.
In certain cases belbw seal leak free valves have been used.

Due to such design measures, heavy water leak rate iron pumps, valves and joints is '
not Viigh under normal operation of the plant. On the other hand, experiencehas shown that
major source of heavy water leak in the CANDU type Reactors is from that of the reactor end
fittings.

9 . 1 . Heavy Water Leaks from Reactor End Fittings;

Most of the heavy water reactors are of pressure tube type, in which heavy water
collanï flows through the pressure tubes containing the fuel elements. For the purpose of fuel I ing
and refuelling, ends of the pressure tubes are brought out in easy access to the fuelling machine.
These ends are closed leak tight by means of closure plug assembly called the end fitting. In
KANUPP, there are 416 reactor end fittings ( 208 on either reactor face) which are the potential
source of heavy water leaks.

Under normal operation, the reactor coolant in the pressure rube may be above 550 F
temperature and 1600 psig pressure. The reactor end fitting temperature may be above 450° F.
Any heavy water that leaks out of the reactor end fittings is instantaneously converted into
superheated steam.

To keep the temperature of area within acceptable limits, a continuous drought of cold
air is thrown on the reactor face. In addition there are strong convection currents due to the therma
gradients inthe end fitting area. Leaking heavy water steam from the end fitting immediately mixes
with this air draught and disappears.
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9.2. MECHANISM OF LEAK FROM REACTOR END FITTING:

Mechanism of leaks from the reactor end fittings was fully understood after the
development of sensitive ! oak detection tools installed on the fuelling machine to scan the
reactor face remotely fr«n the Control room.

As mentioned earlier, leak out of heavy water from the reactor end fitting is prevented
through a metal to metal seal which is held pressed against each other under the internal force of
high pressure heavy water in the cool en t tube and the external force of tightening plug. It
has been investigated that leak seal characteristices ofthe end fittings are effected due to
number of factors which include: -

( a )

( b )

( c )

( d )

9.2.1.

End fittings develop sudden leaks because of vibration of coolant channel due to the
inside coolant flow. At KANUPP end fittings of the south face of the reactor develop
frequent leaks due to this cause only.

The seal characteristics are also disturbed if the inside pressure of heavy water
abruptly changes due to thermal or flow disturbances, such as on sudden power
cycling or plant shutdown.

End fittings also develop leaks on power cycling due to expansion of various end
fitting componants.

In addition to metal -to-metal seal, crust formation at the joints, seal points and
threaded portion of the end plugs due to the presence of lithium Hydro oxide in the
heavy water coolant act as a contributory factor in the leak phenomena from the
reactor end fittings.

of Power Cycling:

It has been experienced in KANUPP that the number of leaking reactor end fittings
increase on power cycling. In a test, when the reactor power was 60 MWe , the reactor face was
scanned and found that none of the reactor end fitting was leaking. The reactor was then scrammed
and soon after restarted. After which the reactor face was scanned once again and six end fittings
were found leaking. ïhis is attributed to the sudden thermal and pressure cycling which occurs
on quick start up and shutdown also.

It has also been experienced that after rapid power cycling or atu, a restart, the totai
D2O collection in the RBV -dryers increase and subsequently, if the reactor power is kept steady
for few days, the % DoO collection falls down gradually. From such observations it has been
concluded that a quick start up or a trip can cause sudden leaks in the end-fitting.

In subsequent experiments, it was experienced that quick power changes has the similar
effects on the leaks from end fittings.
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9.2 2 Micro Leaks in Reactor End-fittings
and Self Healing Process:

Tn« above mentioned observations are more clearly illustrated with reference
to Fig.^4 . On 7th April, 1974 both the reactor faces weid scanned by means of the SBM
Probes developed at KANUPP. No leak was detected. At 2.00 hours reactor was started
but tripped due to some operational fault. The reactor was restarted immediately and was
synchronised at 4.00 , delivering 90 MWe to the grid.

On 8th April,1974 at 12.00 hrs. reactor faces were scanned and found that end
fittings L-9 ,J-2 and E-10 were leaking on north face. End fittings R-8 and B-12 were
found leaking on south side.

and a
Except a quick start up/trip nothing else significant operation had happened on the

reactor between the period 7-4-Î974 -8-4-74 which could be attributed to be the cause of
leak of five newly developed leaks on the reactor end fitting. Therefore the newly developed
leaks were attributed to the sudden shutdown and start up on 7-4-74 . The leaking end-
fitting, were tightened. However, it was noticed ( Fig.4j) that 100% D2O collection rate
continued rising even after the leaking end fittings were tightened. This could be attributed
to the hold up in the boiler room also. However, when both the dryers are working, the
boiler room atmosphere is purged once per 8 hours through the dryers. Therefore, it was
expected that D2O collection would fall down more rapidly than observed. But this did not
happen.

To check for any leak both the reactor faces were scanned in fast on 10-4-74 at
12.00 hrs. and no leak could be detected. It was considered that there could be very minute
leaks which might not be detected on fast operation of the scanning mechanism. A slow
speed leak search at 6" per minute speed was organised using the most sensitive range of the
leak search equipment.

It was found that almost all the end fittings were leaking though the leak rate
was extremely small.

In the following 3 days, the reactor power was kept constant at 90 MW(e) . It was
seen that 100% D2O collection was linearily falling in these days. On 13th April, it was only
32 pounds. While on 10th April, it had been 104 lbs. per day. That meant that there was
going on a self healing process in the end fittings.

Reactor face was scanned once again on 12rh April at 20.00 hrs. to see whether the
micro leaks, as discussed already did exist or not. No micro leak persisted any more.

Self Healing of Micro Leaks:

From this it was concluded that after a severe power cycling operation, most of the
end fittings develop .micro leaks which persist for few days. During this period a self healing
process continues and micro leaks are automatically cured in due course.
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This self healing mechanism has been attributed to the sealing by the deposition
of a thin film of lithium hydrooxide which is used in KANUPP to adjust the PH of the primary
heat transport system. However, the effectiveness of sealing by this mechanism in quantitative
terms is still under investigation.

During fuelling operation, the seal plug is opened and then closed leak tight.
During this operation the lithium hydro-oxide sealing film is washed away. For this reason the
freshly fuelled channels keep also leaking at micro rates for some time, depending upon the
concentration of lithium hydro-oxide in the coolant.
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1Q.0IMPROVEMENT INEQUIPMENT TO CONTROL LEAKS:

In KANUPP we initiated the programme of improvement and modification in the
equipment1 such as valves and collection systems to reduce the leak rate from such equipment.
This work consisted of : -

1 . Live Loading of some of the Valves.

2 . Collection of lantern ring drains under Vaccum.

3. Use of improved packing materials.

4 . Modifications in the collection lines.

First two modifications will now be described in some detail as this relate with
equipment development/modification.

10 1 Live Load*"0 of rhe Gland Packing :

Experience has shown that packings shrink with time, resulting in the increasing
rate of leak through them. Therefore to maintain their leak integrity, it is frequently required
to tighten the gland packing. To overcome this difficulty, liv« loading of gland packing have
been tried at KANUPP. The technique is applicable to both light and heavy water systems.

In the live loading system, the gland packing are kept under continuous pressure
by means of spring force of a special assembly installed outside the gland for this purpose.
In case of shrinkage, the plate pressing against the packings is forced to move forward thus
maintaining a constant pressure irrespective of the shrinkage of the packing material. Fig.
shows the arrangement for live loading of gland packing assembly as used in KANUPP.

it has been observed over a time that performance of live loaded valves have
been some what better in respect of the leak behaviour of these valves. However the titrée
of improvement was not such that all the rest of the vaives should be live loaded, particularly
in view of the additional expence involved in this modification while the plant is already
there.
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10.2. COLLECTION UNDER VACUUM ;

Invariably, all equipment such as pumps and valves installed in the containment
building of a heavy water reactor is provided with intermediate leak-off collection lines in
their packings and gaskets. Al l light water collection lines are routed to an area free of
heavy water. Fig. 6 illustrates the underlying principle.

The leak out from the packings and gaskets depends on the pressure gradients within
the packings. For zero leak to the outside atmosphere the pressure gradient must fall to atmos-
pheric pressure within the packing.

This is normally achieved by tightening the bolts to press the packing and by
providing a lantern ring in between the packing. Fig. illustrates the typical effect of
lantern ring on the pressure gradient. It is seen that there is a sudden pressure gradient drop
at the lantern ring. The pressure fall would depends upon the pressure in the collection point.

Based upon this observation an experimental study was started to release the collection
lines in a vacuum tank fitted with means to adjust its pressure as shown in Fig. 7 With this
technique the pressure at the leak off point could be adjusted, such that pressure falls to
atmospheric value within the packing, thus preventing any leak out. Development work on
this approach in/progress at KANUPP.

This technique would equally apply to the heavy water circuits also.

10.3.Modification in the Collection of Process light water Collection lines:

Lantern ring collections lines from the process water system in the boiler room merge
into a Central Chamber in the process water room located in the reactor containment building.
During reactor operation,since the process water circuit is hot and under pressure, the collection
line leak tand very hot water from the lantern rings. As such the process water room used to
fill up with steam which could leak back into the relatively low pressure boiler room atmosphere
thus adding light water content in i t .

Secondly due to large pressure drop in the long collection lines, the pressure at the
lantern ring waibufids up to high values thus causing rextePn/al leak of light water from the
gland packing etc. After investigating the problem the following measures were adopted:-
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10.3.1.

10.3.2

Collection in cold chamber ( condenser system ) .

Instead of terminating the collection lines in the open pit, the collection
lines were to be brought to an all closed cold chamber, to be cooled by
chilled water. This was a vessel fabricated/of 24" dia 20 schedu!e,six f t .
long pipe, closed from top ends with flanged joint and bottom kept open.
Inside the vessel chilled water was to be circulated through rhe tubes. The
vessel was placed on its open end in the collection pit . The collection
I ines were connected to the vessel top where an exhaust I ine for résiduel
gases was also provided with a water seal arrangement.

Due to the chilled water heat exchanger inside the vessel, the steam
from drain lines quickly condensed in the vessel, thus creating a partial
vacuum and the cold chamber thus working as a condenser i . e . vacuum
chamber .This helped to improve the collection rate and lower the pressure
at the lantern rings thus reducing the possibility of external leaks.
Secondly, since the hot collection steam and water mixture was cooled at
its arrival the humidity level in the process water room, also lowered
down thus causing lesser leak of light water to the boiler room.

Modification in Collection lines:

As mentioned earlier the pressure at the lantern ring should not be
allowed to built up. One way suggested above istocollect water under
vacuum. However, this does not solve the problem of the pressure drops
within the collection lines which is generally high depending upon
the collection rate and the line length. A study was conducted to
investigate this problem too. It was observed that pressure drop in the
collection lines varied between few51b. Sq inch to 50 Ib/sq in .

In order to reduce the line pressure drops it was therefore decided to
modify the collection lines. This consisted of the fol lowing:-

1 . Increasing the diameter of the collection lines.

2 . Modifying the routes of the collection with the object of achieving
minimum length and as less number of bends as possible.

Previous to this the original collection lines were mostly 2/8" to .4/B"
tubes. After this study it was proposed to change these to i " to 1 " dia
tubes depending on case to case basis.
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10.3.3^odîfication in the Heavy Water Collection lines:

Similar to the light water circuit, investigations were carried to assess the
pressure drops in the collection lines from the equipment in the heavy water circuit. The
results were similar to that described for the light water system. A Heavy Water collection
lines modification scheme was then prepared.

Conclusions on the above Modifications:

Measures described above, when fully implemented are expected to reduce the
problem of light water and heavy water leaks from the general reactor equipment to a
considerable extent.

1Q.4 Periodic Inspection of all Joints;

In addition to the modification on equipment and collection systems, it was
f»lt important to carry out periodic inspection of joints/unions in reactor system, considered
likely to develop leaks at any stage.

Consequently all joints/unions in the reactor piping systems were listed and an
area survey map was prepared with path lines for the quick survey without missing any vital
point.
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11.0 DEVELOPMENT OF LEAK DETECTION TECHNIQUES & DEVICES AT
K A N U P P :

e
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As it has been explained earlier in section... 5..L...., previous to this
work there were no satisfactory methods and devices for the detection of heavy water and
light water leaks nuclear reactors. Canadian trials described in section...6 were
also adhoc arrangements without much success. The problem was particularly unresolved
for on-line-leak search at the reactor end fittings.

Consequently we started the development work on leak detection techniques
and devices on a systematic basis in the early 1973 and were successful in supplying KANUPP
with efficient and reliable tools for this purpose by mid 1974. Sines then the work has
been on improving and refining the techniques, varifying the results and modifying the
equipment for controlling leaks. In general the development work at KANUPP aimed at
providing :

1) Direct leak detection device . These are mostly applicable for off-line operation,
aimed to locate the leak points quickly within? letting the operator exposed to over doses
radiation. Direct reading devices are generally to locate leaks from equipment other than the
reactor end fitting.

2) In-direct leak detection Devices ; These are for remote leak detection and
applicable both during the plant shutdown and plant -in-operation state of th« nuclear reactor.
These devices are particularly suited to detect leaking reactor end fittings remotely from the
Control room. Indication of leak in the indirect type devices is generally in the form of an
electric signal.

12.0 Direct Leak Search Devices:

i)
H)

iii)
iv)
v)

12,1 Visual Inspection;

Visual inspection.
Colour changing Tapes.
Colour changing points.
Transparent probes.
Television Camera.

This method has already been discussed at section.. . 5 . . . At KANUPP we organized
the visual leak search teams on area basis and thus allotted a definite area to a team constituted
on a permanent basis. The team members were trained throughly in the leak search methodolggy
discussed earlier at sect ion . . . 5 . . . and also they were thoroughly knowledgable about the
location and type of equipment installed in their area.

rate.
These measures helped to reduced the leak search time and improved the detection
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12.2. Cot our Changing Tapes:

Potential and limitation of colour changing tapo» has already been discussed
at section. • . 5 - . . . Colour changing tapes were independently developed at our PINSTECH
laboratories. However, application of these tapes was found cumbersome in relation to the
equipment to be monitored. Also it was noted that with time the colour of the tapes faded
away. Also the tapes were chaired where closely tied up with the equipment .

In some cases it was observed that due to air current in the reactor building the
tapes displaced themselves from the point under observation.

Experience showed that use of the tapes was not a convenient method of leak
detection and these were found to have more limitation than those could be predicted in theory.
Therefore use of tapes was discontinued for the purpose of leak detection.

12.3. Television Camera:

As discussed earlier use of closed circuit television camera to detect leaks
was tried at number of places particularly at the reactor faces. However this did not serve
any purpose and was therefore discontinued soon.

12.4 . Mositure Sensitive Colour Points Applied on Lagging :

As discussed earlier leaks may develop under the insulations from the welded
joints, unions etc. It is also possible that pinholes due to corrosions, erosions or other reason
may develop with time in the valve bodies or piping network. Such a pinhole had developed
under the lagging of one of the valve body ( coded SH-MV4) at KANUPP.

In such leaks the insulation lagging around the defect is wetted.

Getting advantage from the wetting of insulation due to underneath leaks, in
KANUPP, we developed reversible inorganic paints which would be applied on the outer surface
of the lagging.

For any underneath leak the colour of the paint on the insulation surface would
change thus readily indicating the presence of leak underneath, otherwise difficult to detect.

However, the technique was not successful in practice because the points
developed by us were not stable with time in the range of temperature at the outside of the
lagging. Deceptive results were obtained causing lot of wastage of time and labour. Therefore,
use of paints was also discontinued.
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12.5. Transparent Probes ;

Various features of Transparent leak search probes are b'eing
discussed in detail at section. .1.4-Cl

These probes proved quite useful and reliable in the leak search operation
and are presently one of the tried leak search method in the reactor containment. The
only complaint from the operator is that of labour involved in carrying the cold chest
and keeping the probes cool, thus the requirement of their intermittent «placement with
the colder one out of the cold water chest.

The use of the transparent probes reduced with the development of improved
electrical audio-visual instrument for point to point leak search devices described latter
in this report.

13.0. 1NDI8&CT-1EAR -SEARCH» DEVICES:

The following indirect leak search devices in which the indication of leak
is. converted into an electrical signal have been developed at KANUPP and are being
successfully used for remote leak search operation at various places in the reactor :

i) Remote leak detection probes installed to scan the
reactor faces.

ii) Portable audio-visual electrical probes for point to
point Jeak search around the equipment.

iii) Portable audio-visual electrical probe for leak detection
under the lagging.

Each of these devices shall now be discussed in detail in the following
pages.
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TRANSPARENT LEAK TEST PROBES :

The principle of operation of these probes is that when water vapours/steam
condense on a transparent or a shining surface, it is blurred due to consensation on i t . This
causes a clear contrast between the original state and the newly formed blurred surface.
Experiments proved that the process of condensation is very quick and produces a good contrast
in about one second. Contrast can be further improved by illuminating the probes by
means of Torch system. For quick indication it is further desired that the temperature of the
probes should be kept lower by 5 t o l O ° F from 0 surrounding.

Leak detection probes have been constructed on the above principle and has
proved reliable tool for detecting steam leaks in the Reactor end fitting and other equipment
during shutdown. In one leak search operation on the reactor faces, a 3 man-team with the help
of these probes completed the leak search, in 60 minutes at 208 channels and detected eight
leaking end-fittings.

1 4 . 1 . Construction of Probes;

In one from these probes were made of transparent colourless apoxy glass sheets.
Each probe measured 24" x 2" x 1/8" as shown in Fig 8 . The probes can be used directly but
attachment with a light sources improves the sensitivity. Light sources is simply a Torch with a
latching arrangement to engage the probe quickly in i t .

Apoxy glass was selected because of its property of low thermal conductivity
i .e . apoxy probes allow greater margin of time for point to point leak search operation. Also it
is not brittle. However one draw back in it is that its surface becomes scratched and dirty after
some use and probes need to be replaced.

Materials other than apoxy such as glass may also be employed in fabrication of
these probes.

The probes are kept in a double walled coid chest which fs filled with chilled
water in the annular space between walls. Figure 8 shows the constructional feature of one such
chest.

14.2.Leak Search Procedure for Reactor End-fitting:

The following procedure is to be followed for reliable detection of leaking end
fittings with the transparent probes discussed above.

1 . Leak search should be carried out when the system is in ready shutdown
state. In this state the leaks are converted into steam which would
immediately condense on the probt head coming in contact with its cold
surface. Also the system leak behaviour is more near to the actual
situation.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

The cold chest is filled with chilled water ( 40°F ) and the probes
are placed in the cold chest and cooled to about 50°F. Two cold
chests should be employed in this operation.

To search leak at the end fittings a two men-team is required. One
on the operator gets on an adjustable and movable ladder. The other
one helps in moving the ladder across the reactor face and also in
changing over the probes, whenever required.

Half way round, the duty of the operator should be changed to keep
the radiation dose within acceptable limits.

To detect leak, the operator brings the probe few inches away
the end fitting top.

from

If there is steam leak of any magnitude, the water vapours will
condense over the probe, and the probe end will immediately become
blurred, thus producing a very good contrast between transparent and
opaque.
The process of condensation is very quick. It should not take more
than few seconds ( 1 to 2 sees.) to detect a genuine leak.

After waiting for few seconds on one end fitting the operator should
move the probe to the next end fitting and so on.

After about five or six end fittings, the probe should be changed for
a colder one. When all the probes of one of the cold chest have been

exhausted these should be left for cooling and probes of the standby
chest used.

If the water in the cold chest becomes hot ( 50°F) then either change the
water or add dry ice cubes to cool this water .

10. Do not use greecy, dirty or scratched probes for leak search.

14.3 Leok Search Procedure at Equipment other than Reactor End-fittings :

For leak search at places such as valve packings, joints, pumps etc. the
following procedure is recommended : -

a) Take the probe near the point under inspection.
b) Throw torch light on the probe area exposed to the suspected leak.

Torch light helps to produce clear contrast between transparent and
opaque surface.

c) Steam vapour when condensed on the cold surface will make the
transparent end of the probe opaque. This is the positive indication of
the leak.
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d) When the cold chest water becomes hot, it should either be
changed or added some dry ice to cool the water.

e) Preferably use two cold chests, one stand by and the other
in use.

f) Do not use dirty, greecy or scratched probes for leak search.

Remote leak Search Operation by Meta.lic Probes :

To make leak search operation on end fittings less hazardous it is desirable
that leaks should be searched remotely from the end fittings. This Is essential in view of the
fact that radiation field at the end fitting may be as high as 50 r on surface and temperature
isn«qrly 500°F.

The technique already discussed can be
search operation on end fittings.In this case the atmospl
is sucked through a probe head by means of a vacuum pur.,,.,
is monitored for searching the leak on a cold surface.

tended for the remote leak
:in a single end fitting cup

...â exhaust of the vacuum pump

The probe heads of various designs and shapes used to suck leak from the
equipment under inspection for the subsequent purpose of monitoring have been named
" SBM PROBE " by his colleages in recognition of the services of Mr. S.B.Mahmood, in origi-
nating these techniques for leak search in KANUPP.

In one form equipment arrangement detail is shown in Figure 9 • This
consists of a 15 f t . long 3/3" dia Aluminium tube, coupled with a vacuum pump through a
flexible tube. The vacuum pump may have the capacity of about 5 SCFM.

The exhaust of the vacuum pump is taken to an area safe from the radiation
point of view for the operator. At the exhaust end, the operator monitors the exhaust air on
the cold surface which may be shining surface or clear glass probe placed in a cold bath for
continuous cooling.

H . 4 . J . Procedure -,

Two operators are engaged on this job, who interchange their duty half
way around. The following procedure may be fol I owed:-

i) Prepare with the cold chest and sampling surface.

ii) Install the sampling equipment such that exhaust of the vacuum
pump is in a low radiation dose area in consultation with the plant
Health Physicist.

iii) Let one of the operator scan the inside of the end fitting along its
inner circumference slowly by means of the Aluminium probe. Com-
plete circumference may be scanned in 10 seconds.
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iv) The steam leak will be sucked by the vacuum pumps,

v) Throw the exhaust on the cold sampling surface.

vi) Watch the blurr on the cold sampling surface. Any leak in the end
fitting will be detected immediately by condensation on the cold
surface.

vii) The operator goes on shifting the probe from one end fitting to next
till all the end fittings are completed.

viii) The method is self reset ing type. There is no need of wiping the cold
surface which clears itself after the probe head is shifted to a non-leak
position.

NOTE:

A dew point reader" can also be directly used for detecting teaks
according to the above mentioned procedure.

15.0. LEAKJ&EAKCM/ BY A COLD FINGER ARRANGEMENT :

Manual leak search on the reactor end fitting may be performed by means
of a cold finger arrangement instead of the cold perspexsurfacasdiscussed in Section 13,14 .
In this case a cold gas may be supplied from a liquid air cyliner which is directed through a
tube too transparent tabular arrangement, called cold finger, provided with a vent point.

In this arrangement continuous flow of cold gas keeps the transparent tube end
cool to about 40°F, thus saving the necessity of over and again changing for the colder probes.
In general the leak search arrangement is same to that of Section 13,14 Fig. 10 describes
the general arrangement of this method.
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16. MOISTURE SENSITIVE TRANSDUCERS :

12-15
The direct leak search operations described in Section j> are modified for

electrical indication by the use of moisture transducer similar in principle to those of used in
dew point meters and hygrometers. However the requirement of leak search in the nuclear reactor
demand that the transducer must have extremely fast response and very small reset time^and give
long life in the intense radiation atmosphere and hot working conditions. The commercially
available Hygrometers are not thus suitable to meet these requirements. Therefore extra fast
response transducers have been developed at KANUPP.

1 6 . 1 . Photo Cell Type Transducers:

Working principle in this case is that when moisture bearing air is made to
strike on a shining surface or transparent su>> :ce, whose temperature is maintained below the
dew point of the sample air, due to condensation of moisture the surface is blurred and its
light transmission property changer'accordingly. Similarly, if the absorption property of the medium
are changed, its light transmission efficiency would be effected. If a light beam is directed on
this surface then the intensity of the reflected beam or the passed-through beam is reduced as the
surface quality or the medium quality changes with condensation . The changeijft light signal is
measured by means of photo-cell or photo-resistor.

There could be different forms of this equipment and one type of such arrangement
is used in the Cambridge Dew Point monitor also. In this arrangement the light beam is singly
reflected from a cold surface and intensity change recorded.

Moisture detector developed at KANUPP is a device in which the light beam
is reflected in a multiple fashion and thus extremely high sensitivity is obtainable. Figure 11
describes one form of this multiple reflection detector , details of which are described below:

16.1 Mul t ip le Reflection Tube (MRT) Detector:

In this form the transducer consists of a rectangular tube having two opposite
internal faces highly polished to form an excellent mirror surface. The other two opposite faces
are blankened to form good absorber of light. Figurel2shows the constructional feature of /his
tube in which multiple reflections of light beam is achieved.

A thin light beam is made to strike one end of mirrored surface of this tube at an
angle slightly less than 90° . The beam is reflected from here to the opposite side and where from
back to the original surface and so on. Finally the beam after having gone through this process
multiple reflections merges out the other end of the tube and thrown at a photo cel l . Due to this
multiplicity of reflections, the device may be called a multiple reflection tube (MRT ) .

16/12J^sitivity of MRT :

Let the angle of incident beam be - Ô
Depth of MRT - x
Length of MRT - L
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With reference to Fig .11 it is noted that -

Z =
Sin 9

Y =
Tan 9

Therefore the number of reflection^ before the beam emerge out is:-

= _L + 1 L Tan 9 + 1
Y x

- L/x tan 9 ( Since L/x Tan 9 is very large compared with 1 )

Distance travelled by beam in this process of multiple reflection:-

S = NZ = L

Cos 8

It is noted that the distance travelled by beam before finally emerging out is independent of the
width of the MRT. However number of reflection depends inversly on the width.

Let efficiency of one reflection be
Intensity of incident beam
Then intensity of beam finally emerging out

in

N
out

As an example for a MRT of i" x 1" xl2" dimensions where the incident beam strikes 87 -

Number of reflections 960

Distance travelled by beam —480 inch.

!f efficiency of reflection is assumed 99.9% for clean surface ien -

1 ^ ( 1 ) = ( 0.99 9]60

Now supposing the surface is blurred and efficiency falls to

0.98 then l o u t ( 2 ) = ( 0 . 9 8 )
960

Ratio

I out ( 1 )
(0.980)

( 0.999 )

960
10

-8

Above example shows that it is possible to obtain extremely high gain attenuations with multiple
reflection tube.
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It was assumed that efficiency of blurred surface will be 0.98 . However,
this is a gross assumption and in actual practice efficienc/of reflection from the blurred surface
would not be more than 0 .6 or 0 .7 that will give still higher gains and thus make possible to use
smaller lengths of MRT and bigger angle of incident.

In conclusion it may/said that the photocell type detectors as discussed above
can be made extremely sensitive and reliable for detecting water leaks in a nuclear reactor. In
addition the MRT can have other application in detecting smoke, dust particles, flue gases
concentration etc.

16.V,3.C°ol''n9 Arrangement of MRT ;

Sensitivity of MRT type detector can be controlled by means of controlling
the temperature of the coolant. Fog will appear on MRT at the Dew Point of the sampled
atmosphere.

Coolant medium may be cold air or chilled water, in case of leak search
in the reactor pre cooled containment, cooling medium can easily be selected as pre cooled
instrument air which is available at 80 psig in KANUPP. V n suddenly expanded it will further
cool itself. 12.

16.1.4.

One form of the system arrangement is shown in Fig. In this arrangement
vacuum pump is replaced by means of an air ejector. The cool exhaust air is passed through
the shell in which MRT form the tube side over. For greater efficiency of heat transfer, the
MRT may be provided with fins to increase the surface area.

Pressurized MRT :

Instead of passing the sample air over a cold surface, in another type of
arrangement, the sample air could be pressed to condense. At a given pressure, a fog effect
will be produced for a certain moisture content of a ir . This will serve the similar purpose as
that of discussed above in Section 16.13, Thus need of additional cooling of MRT is eliminated.
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}7 nHYGRO SENSITIVE TRANSDUCERS :

These transducers are based upon the principle that h/gro sensitive materials
change their conductivity when they absorb the moisture from the sample air. Many type of
detectors have been developed on this principle. In most of these cases the the active material
is a mixture of lithium chloride and lithium hydro-oxide. These chemicals are impergnated on cotton,
glass ,wool, wood, plastics, and polymers etc.

)y j Existing Hygro Transducers:

There are various types of hygro transducers available which employ a hygro
sensitive base material placed in between two electrodes. In some forms the transducer may consist of
strip or rod impregnated with hygro-scopic material. On this strip or rod or tube,two very thin
wires are wound side by side and connections taken out. When moist air passes over the active
surface, the conductivity of the hygro sensitive material between Hie electrodes changes accord-
ing to the moisture absorbed by it .

In other type, the measurement of relative humidity is based upon the fact that
hygroscopic materials change their dimensions in dependence on the relative humidity. Selected
human hair or carnal hair are the active materials in these types.

In the commercial Hydrometers only a small proportionof the sample air coming
in actual contact of the active material is utilized and most of the sample air passes over without
effecting the sensitive elements. For the same reason the time response of these devices is slow.
Moreover their sensitivity is poor and also they are not suitable for working in hot radioactive
atmosphere.

For moisture leak search operation in a nuclear reactor it is required that
response of the detector to leaks should be very fast and reset time very small. As the response
time, reset time and sensitivity of the commercially manufactured hygrosensors was found
inadequate for this purpose, therefore special development work had to be carried out.

17.2 . KANUPP Moisture Sensitive Cells;

Hygro transducers having very fast response have been developed in KANUPP
for leak search operation on reactor end-fittings and other equipments in the reactor containment.
Fundamental improvement over the available types is that in case of the KANUPP hygro trans-
ducers, the sample air is filtered through the sensitive element.

As the air is filtered through the sensitive element, most of it takes part in the
reaction and quickly responds to the changes in moisture content of the air.
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Response time and reset time also depend upon the mass and volume of
the sensitive element and it should be as small as practical; i . e . the inertia of the element
should be very small. This is achieved in the filter type sensitive elements by having them
in thin slices only and also by the proper choice of filter material.

Low moisture inertia also depends upon the deposit thickness of the
sensitive chemical on the filter elements. It has been experienced that the elements with
low deposition of the sensitive chemical are faster in response and rest time.

17 ,3 . Construction:

Based upon the above mentioned observations, Fig .13 showsIhe con-
struction of a fast acting sensor element developed for the detection of leaks in the nuclear
reactors.

It consists of an insulated tube in which a filter material impregnated in some
hygroscopic material is housed between two electrodes. In this case the sensitive element
consists of single layer of thick white cotton cloth impregnated in a mixture of lithium chloride
and lithium hydro-oxide.

However, use is not restricted to cotton impregnated with lithium chloride
only. Other materials such as filter paper, glass wool, plastic foam etc. impregnated in other
suitable hygroscopic material, are also applicable.

The sensitive filter element is housed between stainless steel electrodes discs
having number of holes in them, against which two stainless steel extension electrodes press to
complete the electrical connection with the outside circuit.

In another form shown in Fig. 14 the electrodes may simply be made out of
two stainless steel tubes with brazed sieved discs at the ends pressing against the sensitive
filter element. The integral assembly of electrodes and sensitive element may be termed as
KANUPP moisture sensitive cell ( K . M . S . C . ) .

This moisture sensitive cell ( K . M . S . C . ) has the following characteristics :-

1) Response time is less than 100 milliseconds.
2) Reset time is also less than 100 millisecond.
3) It is highly sensitive for slight changes in the moisture content

of the sample air.
4) Only very small sample air is needed to get the maximum response.
5) The M . S . C . is very rugged in construction and thus can withstand

continuous vibrations.
6) It is high Reliable and found to give trouble free service in the hot

and radioactive atmosphere close to the reactor end fittings.
7) It is relatively a very cheap device with construction cost less than

one dollar.
8) Size is very compact and can be as small as the size of a pence, Thus

no mounting prdslems for most of the situations.
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18.0 PREPARATION OF MOISTURE SENSITIVE CELL ( M.S.C. ) :

As mentioned earlier, KANUPP Moisture Sensitive Cells are based upon the
principle that hygro sensitive material such as lithium chloride undergo change in their con-
ductivity in proportion to the moisture absorbed from the surrounding atmosphere. In these cells,
a mixture of lithium chloride and lithium hydro-oxide is impregnated on the carrier materials.
In the following is described one method of preparation of these cells:-

lg j Carrier Materials :

Carrier material is arranged in the form of a F"1 -or and may be:

a)Finely pressed cotton f i l ter.

b)Fine paper filter.
c)Thick filter cotton cloth.
d)Glass Wool, Plastic wool or other polymers.

Active Material:

One percent solution of lithium chloride plus one percent solution of lithium
hydro-oxide.

Impregnation Method :

The following steps are to be followed to impregnate the active material on the
carrier material : -

a) Take about 250 cc of either of the active materials and mix them in a
1000 cc beaker.

b) Add 20 pieces of paper filter element similar to one used for dust collection
by the health physicist. This may also be fine cotton filter ( similar to one
usedfor cleaning of A.B.Dick Machine rollers ) .

c) Let the filter element settle horizentally on the beaker bottom and then
place it on a heater for boiling at low heat.

d) Continue boiling unless the solution volume is reduced to about half the
original volume.

e) Carefully throw away the left over solution.
f) Place the beaker with the filters, in an oven and let it dry for at least 4

hours at about 150 F.
g) Remove the dry elements which have now been impregnated with active

material and separate them from each other and press them with electric
Iron.

h) Store these activated sensitive filter elements individually in sealed poly-
ethlene cover for future use.
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18.2. Characteristics and Comments:

Moisture sensitive elements when prepared, with procedure discussed in section
18*1. measured a dry resistance of over 20 Mega ohms and in 80% humid atmosphere the
resistance dropped to 20 kilo ohms i .e . a change over 1000 times.

Sensitive elements of paper and cotton were also prepared by using 2%,4%
and 6% solutions. It was observed that dry resistance decreased with the increase of the
strength of the solution. For example, the cotton type elements prepared with 6% normal
solution measured only 100 kilo ohms dry resistance and 10 kilo ohms in 80% humid atmos-
phere.

Speed of response and reset time is also found faster for the elements prepared
using low concentrations solutions.

19.0. CONSTRUCTION OFA.M.S.C.

In general terms, a KANUPP moisture sensitive cell is simply the activated
filter element placed in between two sieves which form the electrodes also and altogether
housed in an insulated tube.

Figure 13 shows the constructional feature of one of such moisture sensitive
cel l . In this case two layers of sensitive paper filter elements are pressed in between two
3/8" dia and 3" long each, stainless steel tubes. The tube ends pressing against the filter
element are closed by a 100 mesh stainless steel sieve. These tubes also form the electrodes.

This assemblyof tube electrodes and the sensitive element is housed in an insulated
tube . The pressure and the distance of electrodes against the filter element is adjusted
by means of screw end caps which ride on the insulated tube housing.

Such design of M.S.C. has been used into devices made for point to point
leak search in the reactor containment.

19.1. 2nd Form of K.M.S.C.

Figure. 14.. shows another form of the M.S.C. In this case, the sensitive
filter element is placed between two 100 mesh stainless steel sieves extended out with rod
electrodes. These are housed in an insulated assemply (epoxyglass ) in which electrode ends
are brought out through rubber cork. The pressure and distance between electrodes against
the sensitive element is adjusted by means of screwed caps riding on the epoxyglass tube
housing.

One special feature of this arrangement is that air to be monitored is passed
in and rejected out through the " TEE OFF " connections.

Such design of M.S.C. have been used in the leak search units employed
for reactor end fittings.
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19.2. 3rd Form of K.M.S.C.

In another form the KANUPP moisture sensitive cell consists simply of
the moisture sensitive element pressed in between two perforated metallic discs from
where electrode connections can be taken to the outside circuit.

This disc type cells are very compact and small in size and have been
designed to measuPeaerect moisture content/changes at the reactor equipment, ducts,
cables, instrument pannels and many otherplaces where commercially available bulky
hydro sensors prove unsuitable.

19.3. Allowable Voltage and the Filter Layers in M.S.C.

Allowable potential difference per layer of paper filter element is 10 volts.
Thus voltage applied across a two layer cell should not exceed 20 volt . Allowable potential
difference for, other type ; sensitive element wil l be different from this and need to be
accurately determined for each type.

19.4. Voltage and Pressure Adjustment in M.S.C.

ated

The pressure of electrodes against the sensitive element should be adjusted
for maintaining continuity even under the worst mechanical vibrations. However pressure
must not be too much to demage the element. To safeguard against damage of element
under pressure, the electrodes end sieves should stand parallel to each other, be free from
uneveness and sharp edges.

To check the proper pressure, measure the resistance between electrodes by
means of a multimeter and give mechanical vibrations to M.S.C. Continuity must be
maintained without break,even under severe vibrations.
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20.0 ELECTRICAL DEVICES FOR D2O AND H2O LEAK SEARCH :

Based upon the principles discussed in the preceeding sections, a number of
devices have been developed and built in KANUPP for leak search on different equipment
in the reactor containment building. Direct reading devices such as transparent probes, moisture
sensitive tapes and paints have already been discussed in section 12 . I n the following
sections, leak search devices based upon the conductivity changes of M.S.C. and of heat
insulations are discussed.

20.l/>pevices for Point to Po'nt Leak Search :

These are portable devices for point to point leak search on pumps, valves
and other equipment in the reactor building.

20.11 .Constructional Detail :

Fig. 15 illustrates the construction of a simple self contained portable unit
for steam leak detection. This consists of a 18" long 1/4" dia S.S. tube probe head which is
connected at the one end of the tube of a 3/8" dia moisture sensitive cell ( M.S.C.")
described in section,19 Fig.] The other end of M.S.C. is iected through a 12" long
1/4" dia S.S. tube to a rubber bulb.

Care must be taken that all the tube joints are rigidly fabricated. M.S.C. tube
electrodes must also be rigidly fixed with respect to each other and there is no relative loose
movement.

Connections from the M.S.C. electrodes are fed to a microameter circuit as
shown »n Fig. 16.

The meter is provided with a 3-scale seler*'on provision i.e.0-50 uA, 0-250 uA
and 0 to 1 mA . The meter and M.S.C. are brought in cuit of a 12 volt battery through an
ON-OFF switch. A combination of fixed and variable j . ^ntiometer alongwith a test resistance
is provided across the battery to adjust the full scale deflection. The whole of the measuring
circuit is mounted on the M.S.C. for compactness.

20.1.2. Use of Multimeter Instead of Microammeter:

In case the sensitive microammeter arrangement as described above, is not available,
a multimeter suitable for measuring 20 M a*>fn resistance, may be usefully employed. In this
case, connect the multimeter to measure the D.C. resistance of the M.S.C. against its 0.20 Mohm
scale.

20.13-Use of Blower or Vacuum Pump or Air Ejector instead oi the Rubber Bulb as Suction Device:

In practice it has been realized that though the rubber bulb device forms a very
simple leak detector, its response time is slow and reset time is large ( i .e . it may be required to
prest and release the rubber bulb 3 to 5 times to get a good response ). If it h desired to get
Improved formance m response time the the rubber bulb may be replaced by a small exhaust
blower or a vacuum pump as the suction device. Preferably the power supply should be from a
portable d.c. battery.
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In certain types an air ejector was also used as suction device since compressed
air points are frequently available in the reactor containment building.

20 1̂ 4 Operating Procedure :

The following procedure is recommended for point to point leak search with
this device

1.

2,

3.

4.

5.

Select the met-
supply.

mA scale and switch on the battery

6.

7.

Check the full scale deflection on 50 uA scale by bringing
in the 400 K -*"*- test resistance in circuit and adjusting the
voltage by means of potentiometer in parallel with battery.

Equipment is then ready for leak search. The meter would read
less than 5 uA in the normal boiler room atmosphere.

Check the equipment sensitivity by blowing your breath ;•*. the
instrument. The meter should at least overshoot the full scale
deflection on 50 uA scale.

For leak search at the gland of any pump or valve, bring the probe
head on or near It and in and out the air around the point by
repeatedly pressing and .^leasing the rubber bulb.

The needle of t l . ; instrument would deflect according the leak rate
from that point.

Move the probe head around the equipment under inspection, making
sure that all the possible points of leak have been scanned.

Normally scanning of one valve or pump should not take more than
10 seconds.

20.15. Detector with Visual Leak Alarm:

By adding additional circuitory, it is possible to obtain visual leak alarm for
leak rate above a certain pre-set value . FigJ'shows the circuit detail for this purpose.

In this circuit the output from the moisture sensitive cell is connected to a
potential divider via the microammeter. An adjustable proportion of the output is taken from
the potential divider to feed the gate of an SCR which triggers when the gate current exceeds
a pre set value depending upon the SCR characteristics. SCR may have maximum anode current
of 100 mA and gate current of 50 to 100 micro ampers.

If the leak rate is high than SCR triggers causing the alarm bulb to come O N .
The control resistance may be calibrated to get a qualitative feel of the leak size.
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With this visual alarm circuit the micro-amper may be dispensed with
for reasons of economy and simplification of the device.

201^6 Detector with Audio-Leak Alarm:

Electronic circuit coupled with the portable leak detection device described
in section20 may be of the type to produce audio alarm signal instead of the visual alarm
or signal measurements as discussed in section.20.15. and.20»JO

FigJ8. shows the circuit of a simpU audio oscillator coupled with the
portable leak detection unit. Other type of oscillators can also be used. Such instruments
can be made extremely sensitive to detect micro leaks by adding few amplify in£fctages before
the head phone.

20 .1 .7 Search Procedure:

In this arrangement the operator wears the electronic box on his body with
head phone on his ears. To search for leaks the probe head is moved around the point under
inspection, following the general procedure discussed in section.2.0...1.4.

Leak is detected by feeling the change in the amplitude/ frequency of the
audio signal generated in the head phone.

20.1 «PERFORMANCE:

Since their development, these devices are in extensive use in KANUPP
and overshadowed the use of leak search transparent probes described earlier. The
performance of these devices has been very reliable and time for leak search around the
reactor equipment has been shortened considerably.

The probes mentioned alowe are particularly suitable to locate leaks at
inaccessible places around the equipment since the probe head can visit the places to be
monitered even through openings less than £" dia.

Also the point to point leak search devices developed here have a
directional detection capability. That means that a sufficiently sensitive probes can
actually guide the operator to the leak point.
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21 0 KANUPP ELECTRICAL DEVICES FOR THE DETECTION
' OF LEAKS UNDER THE LAGGINGS:

Application of paints which would change colour in the presence of moisture
has already been mentioned in sect ion,. . . as a means for detecting leaks under the heat insul-
ation cover. This section describes an electrical type leak detector which has proved very
successful in the field tests for this job.

Leak's which develop under the heat insulation do not directly escape in the
form of steam or vapours. These are absorbed within and soak a considerable area of the
insulation around the leak point and finally released into atmosphere by vapourization from
the outer surface of the insulation at a very small rate per unit area of insulation.

It has been observed that most of the materials used as insulators against the loss
of heat from pipes, valves and pumps also behave as good electrical insulators when perfectly
dry. However their resistivity falls rapidly on absorption of moisture and this change may be
from hundreds of mega ohm to few kilo ohm in case of the fully soaked insulation.

The device to detect water leaks under the insulation cover, works on the
principle of detecting this change of conductivity in the insulations on absorption of moisture.

21 1. Device Construction:

In general the device consists of a ohm meter ( which may be combined into a
multimeter) alongwirh a needle type probe head. Fig. shows the constructional feature of such
a device.

This simply consist of an insulated handle ( may be made of perspex) having
two stainless steel needle electrode emerging out from one end and means for securing
electrical connection on the othe end. In one form, the perspex handle was 8" long with
two needle electrodes h" apart and emerging out parallel for 4" length and having maximum
needle dta of 1/3" , gradually culminating into a sharp point. For the convenience of use,
a 20 Mega ohm multi ohm meter is permanantly mounted on the probe handle.

In another form the device consists of a single needle. The 2nd electrode of the
resistance indicator is connected to the body of the operator. In this case the circuit is com-
pleted through the lagging, equipment under inspection, reactor floor and back to the
indicator through the operator body.

Note:

The change in conductivity may also be detected in the form of audio-visual alarms
using the circuits similar to that for the point to point leak detectors, discussed already.
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21.2. Operating Procedure

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

21.3. PERFORMANCE:

To locate leak the operator should push the needle electrodes in the
insulation cover as deep as possible but not to touch the body of the
equipment. Just by surface peircing one is liable to miss the leak.

If the meter shows any decrease in the insulation resistance, the operator
should confirm it by peircing in different places around that point.Leak
detection is immediate an,; no waiting period is required.

It has also been experienced that leak source may not be there where the
meter shows the minimum electrical resistance. From outside, therefore,
it is difficult to pin-point the leak point with surety. However the moisture
bearing area should be accurately scanned and leak would be any where
under in this area.

After removing the moist insulation from the equipment the leak point could
be inspected visually or with the help of the point to point leak search
devices discussed earlier.

If the leak is of heavy water, then the wet insulation removed should be
fully dried to recover the heavy water from i t .

. ui e -

These devices proved highly successful in locating leaks under the
insulation for which there was virtually no confirmed techniques available previous to this
development . In fact a number of time on suspicion of leak under a lagging, the whole
insulation around the suspected points was removed and no leak was found under neath. How-
ever such mistakes were very costly in terms of reactor off-line time and radiation dose
taken by the operators.

Since the development of this new technique no such mistake has occured and
where ever there was leak it was detected accurately. Moreover we could than survey the
soaked lagging accurately thus saving the lagging removal more than actually desired.
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22 0 KANUPP O N LINE LEAK SEARCH DEVICES
FOR REACTOR END FITTINGS:

It has buen mentioned earlier that there are 208 horizental coolant channels in the
KANUPP reactor. These channels, as in any other pressure tube type reactor, house fuel bundles
over which heavy water is circulated for removing the heat generated in the fuel elements.
Under normal operation the coolant temperature is about 550° F and coolant pressure is about
1600 psig.

Reactor coolant channels are closed at ends by means of especially fabricated fittings
called reactor-end-fittings. The end -fitt ing form a continuation of the coolant tube and provide
a housing for the channel end closure plug, and for internal components such as the sheild plug
and the fuel latch. The closure plug is an assembly of a flexible disc mounted on a body which
locks firmly into the end fitting by means of a set of wedge shaped lugs. A soft nick le gasket
bounded to the flexible disc bears against a metalic seal face in the end fitting body.

The leakage of S.eavy water out of the coolant channel is stopped by means of this
precisely machined metal to metal seal arrangement. It is understood that a think film of lithium
hydro-oxide which is added in the coolant mass to adjust the system pH, also contibutes towards
the leak seal.

Externally the end fittings look like a cup about 3" deep inside. Due to the particular
construction of end f i t t ing, any leaking heavy water is first released inside this cup and
then dispersed out.

To remove the heat emitted from end f i t t ing, cool air is continuously blown on them
in the form of a draught. Steam leaking out of any end fitting is immediately diluted by this
air draught and lost into the reactor atmosphere.

22.1.1 Design Considerations for End-fitting Leak Detectors :
Necessity of Leak Scan after Severe Power Cycling:

It has been experienced that on severe power cycling some of the reactor end fittings
develop leaks randc, y. Majority of these leaks are short living but some of them persist
indefinately unless retorqued.

The reason of this behaviour of end fittings is attributed to the non uniform expansion
of the sealing faces and breaking of lithium hydro-oxide film seal.

Whatever the reason for leak, it is most important to scan the reactor faces after any
significant power cycle operation and to rétorque the leaking end fittings.

22.1.2 Necessity for Estimation of Leak Rate;

In the retorquing operation there is always some unavoidable loss of heavy water
from the fuelling machine. Also there is loss of machine time.
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For such reasons it is considered that end fitt ing, which leak above a certain rate
should only be torqued and those having micro leaks should be left for self healing process. For
this reason it is required that the device which detects the the leak should also be able to
estimbre the leak rate.

Estimate of leak rate is also desired to assess for the overall contribution to D2O
leak from reactor end fittings towards the total D2O lost from the system. This helps as a
warning for DoO leak any where/Other i:,m the reactor faces.0 * ' erse

22.12.Necessity for Remote Scanning:

Any leak search operation on the reactor faces must be performed remotely since
the radiation leavel is extremely high near the face and totally inexcessible during operation.

Remote leak search operation can be performed by mounting the leak detector on the
fuelling machine head which can then scan entire reactor face.

22.\ A Necessity of Fast Scan;

In view of the urgent requirement of fuelling and repairing leak points, it is essential
that leak search operation must be performed as quickly as possible.

Fuelling machines are generally two speed machines. For example KANUPP fuelling
machine can traverse horizentally either in slow speed of 6" per minute or at a fast speed of
180" per minute. In slow speed it would require about 8 hours to scan the one reactor face
only where as in fast speed this operation is possible in less than half an hour. Therefore regular
on line scanning of reactor faces for leak search would only be feasible at fast speed of the
fuelling machine.

On fast speed, the detector probe would remain in front of any reactor end fitting cup for
less than one second only. On actual leak point this period would be merely a small fraction of a
second. This requires highly fast response sensing elements. Leak detectors developed at KANUPP
(section 17 ) have successfully met these stringent requirements.

22.2. KANUPP Philosophy of Scanning Reactor Faces:

22 .1 .
From the discussions in section , the following important points have emerged out

which must be met in the techniques to be developed for scanning reactor faces for search of
leaking end f i t t ing:-

1 . The leak search operation must be performed remotely from control room.

2. Scanning should be done selecting the fast speed of the fuelling machine.

3. The detector must be very sensitive and have fast response to allow a reliable
leak search at the fast speed.

4 . The detector should not only detect the leaks but also estimate the leak size
• and scan the contour of the leak shape.
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22.3. Block Diagram Arrangement of Reactor Face Scanning Method:

Broadly, these requirements have been fulfi l led in practice in the following
manner as shown in Fig.20.

1. The basic principle is to suck the atmosphere from the reactor end fitting
cup and monitor it for its moisture content or relative humidity or dew
point in relation to the atmosphere away from .e reactor end fitt ing.
A leaking end fitting would indicate sign of higher moisture content
than a healthy one.

2. The atmosphere within and around the end fitting is sucked in by means
of a specially designed probe head called SBM probe after the name of
the inventor ( Mr. Sultan Bashiruddin Mahmood ) and passed through the
moisture sensitive cell already discussed in section 17 ,16.

3. The SBM probe is mounted on the fuelling machine head and moved in front
of each reactor end fitting during the scanning operation.

4 . The suction force is provided by means of an electric vacuum pump or by
means of an air ejector.

5. The atmosphere sucked in from the end fitting is passed theough the moisture
sensitive cell or through a dewpoint monitor system where an electric
signal is generated proportional to the moisture content of the sample air.

6. The signal may be amplified and fed to a recorder and alarm circuit for
detecting the leaking fitt ing.

7. The signal may be fed to the fuelling machine computer which analyses the
leak rate and controls the scanning operation.

8. The fuelling machine computer should be programmed such that scanning
can be done automatically from the control desk.

22.4. Scanning Problems and Alternatives:

Al l the end fittings do not protrude equally out. It has been found that variation
may be as much as 3/4". It means that all the end fittings faces are not in the same plane.

This makes it imperative that during scanning, the probe head should remain
on average about 1" away from the outer face of the end fittings otherwise there is its chance
oF entangling with some of the end fittings.
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A$ far as scanning from right inside the end fitting cup, it is quite difficult.
It was tried to use flexible probe head which could be forced in and out the end fitting
as the fuelling machine moves across. However, it was observed that as the probe head
snaps in or out the cup, it osiciilaté .der its own spring action. In view of this un-
desirable behaviour this approach wai ^ondoned soon.

Another approach was to use an independently movable probe which could
automatically go in and out of the end fitting cup during the scanning operation. Since
it was a slow method and involved additional equipment and control circuitory, this
was not tried.
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23.0.CQNSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES OF SBM PROBES FOR
REACTOR END FITTING LEAK SEARCH:

Principle of leak detection adopted for end fitting is to suck the atmosphere from
within and around the end fitting cup by means of a probe head ( named SBM Probes ) which
faces the end fitting at a distance of about one inch. Air sucked in is directed to a moisture
sensitive ce i l . Suction force is provided by means of a vacuum pump or by an air ejector.

In recognition of services of the author in developing these techniques and to
identify, this and other probes, for sucking in ti >r from the reactor end fittings , such probes
have been nemed as SBM Probes by his colleagues* ur KANUPP.

Fig.21 shows the constructional details of one type of probe head developed to
collect leaking vapours from the end fittings.

The following features are to be noted in this probe : -

1 . The probe is made out of a 3/8" stainless steel tube, consisting of
parts 1 , 2 and 3 as shown in the figure.

2 . As the probe head mounted on the fuelling machine scans the reactor face,
the portion ( 2 ) faces the end fitting irom an average distance of about
1" . This is to care for the unequal projections of the end fittings.

3 . A continous slot ranging in width from 1/16" at bottom to 1/8" near top is
vertically cut in portion ( 2 ) , facing the end fitting. Due to this slot,
entire end fitting cup is scanned as the probe head is moved in front of it.

4 . To collect leaks that finally escape from the top of end fitting, the probe end
( 3 ) is given a slight bend to shadow the end fitting from the top. This
further improves the collection efficiency of this probe, head.

5. In anothe form of SBM Probe, the portion ( 2 ) may have three or four holes.
a , b , c , d of 1/16", 1/8", 3/16" and 1/4" dia respectively, instead of
continuous slot as discussed above. The holes are positioned to face the likely
leak points in the end fitting cup.

6 . The portion ( 3 ) is simply an extention of the probe head to deliver the air
collected from the end fitting to the moisture sensitive transducer.

7 . To over come the problem of air draughts reaching the reactor face, an
antt air draught disc or plate ( 4 ) is provided at the back of probe head.
In one configuration the probe head portion ( 2 ) is brazed to the anti air
draught plate. This plate may be circular or rectangular. To curtail the
upward moving air draught reaching on the end fitting, the back plate/disc

. is given an inward bend at its bottom.
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8. With the provision of the back plate the end fitting under inspection
is isolated from the direct draught of air coming from the front or
bottom of the reactor face. The arrangement provides a satisfactory
shrouding effect and improves the leak detection efficiency.

23.1 Sensor Arrangement:

As discussed earlier, in the KANUPP technique, the air sucked from the end
fitting is delivered into a moisture sensor which may be a hygrosensor, or a dewpoint
monitor or any other moisture sensitive device.

The fast response filter type KANUPP moisture sensitve cell ( K .M.S.C. ) discussed
earlier has successfully been employed for reactor end fitting leak search at fast speed of
fuelling machine. The following additional points are important in their application for
reactor end fitting leak search : -

1 . For fast response and reset time it is essential that moisture sensitive
cell should be mounted as near the probe head as possible so that the
transmission lags are small.

2 . It is known that relative humidity increases with the decrease of temperature
for a given moisture content in the air. Therefore sensitivity of a hygrosensor
type transducer would improve if the air sample is cooled before passing it
through the sensitive element.

23 .2 . Suction Devices:

Devices for suction of sample air from reactor end fitting could be an electrically
driven mechanical vacuum pump or an air ejector. Since dry air supply is available on the
fuelling machine and the air ejectors are trouble free devices in comparison with the
mechanical vacuum pumps, the air ejector was adopted as a suction device for suction purposes.
Air supply to drive the ejector can be switched on and off from the control room.

An additional benefit derived from the air ejector system was that its exhaust was
used as the cooling medium for the sample air also.

23 .3 . Integral Assembly of Sensor and Ejector:

Fig- 22 describes one arrangement of the integral assembly of themoisture sensitive
cell and the air ejector a long with the heat exchanger.

In this case sample air from the end fitting is passed through an air to air heat
exchanger which is an assembly of 18" long concentric tubes, having the sample air
inner tube of 3/8" dia and cooling air outer tube of 5/8" dia.
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23.4.

The sample air carrying tube of the heat exchanger is connected to the moisture
sensitive cell ( for details of M.S.C. please refer to sectionl8.19) the other end of M.S.C.
is connected to the suction line of the air ejector. E jeer or is connected to the high pressure
dry air ( instrument air) supply through a solenoid valve. The solenoid valve is controlled
from the control desk.

Air- Ejector Rating:

Air ejector should be capable of producing shut off suction head of the order of
more than 6 f t . of water. The normal suction rate may be about 10 to 20 Scfm. Overall
system response and reset time is very much dependent on the rate of suciion of sample air.
As a general rule, higher the suction rate, the faster is the response time and reset time.

23.5. Test Line

In order to test the sensitivity and to ascertain the proper functioning of the
equipment before the start up of the leak operation or during the leak operation, a
service air point with a solenoid valve ( operated from control desk ) is provided on the
probe head.

Relative humidity of service air is normally about 60% whereas reactor contain-
ment atmosphere may be about 5% to 10% . When service air would be released near the
probe head the moisture sensitive cell would show an increased signal dee to the pick-up
of more humid air ( i.e service air ). With this mechanism, testing can be performed
easily even the machine being at the reactor face.
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74 p. LEAK SEARCH OPERATION O N REACTOR END -FITTINGS:

The leak search operation with SBM Probes on reactor end fittings is
explained with reference to the Fig.21,22 and Fig23 in the following : -

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

The high pressure air supply to ejector is switched on from the control room.

Power circuit of the M.S.C. and associated circuit h put on and the signal
recorder in the control room is also put on.

Note the signal strength and put on the service air blast by switching on the
solenoid valve from conrrol room.

There wi l l be sudden rise in signal depending upon the humidity of the
service air.

This wi l l indicate that all associated electronic circuit is in working order.

Sample air in the SBM Probe is sucked in the ejector via the moisture sensitive
transducer.

As the sample air is collected from reactor end fitting its temperatue may be
as high as 200°F . Before it reaches the transducer, the sample air is cooled
in the air-to-air heat exchanger to about 85°F by means of the cool exhaust air
of the ejector.

As discussed in section 18.0 the resistance of the M.S.T.'changes in accordance
v. iih the moisture content of the sample air.

By means of an electronic circuit of the change In conductivity of the transducer
is converted into voltage signal, amplified and transmitted to the recorder in tt;-
control room.

The probe mounted in the fuelling M/c is moved in a row.' against the end-
fitting by means of fuelling M/c movement. When the row is scanned the
fuelling M/c head is brought to the next row and scanned again.

The computer monitors the F/M movements.

If any end fitting is leaking it wi l l be shown by an abrupt change in the recorded
signal.

The M/c is stopped at the leaking end fitting which is then scanned alround
to exactly locate the leak point in thé end f i t t ing.
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24.1 Testing Procedure;

Before performing the actual scanning operation it is desirable to test the detector
for its sensitivity and proper functioning of the electronic circuitery. Testing may be performed
in the following manner: -

1 .

2.

3.

4.

5.

While the fuelling machine being in maintenance lock room, put on the ejector
supply and watch the recorder trace.

Blow air in front ot the probe head.

For humid human breath the recorder should show a sudden rise in signal.

An alternate to testing by blowing breath in probe head is to open the service
air line provided for this purpose near the probe head. Since service air is not dry
air , the transducer should pick up the increased signal.

While scanning on the reactor face, wl,en ever in doubt about the functioning
of the detector, stop the machine and switch on the service air l ine. The recorder
must show a rise in signal for the . per functioning of the detector.

he
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25.0 SIGNAL GENERATION AND ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS.-

2 5 . 1 . Sîgnol Generation

r

It has been discussed in section 170 that conductivity of the moisture sensitive
cell changes over a wide range as i t absorbs moisture from the sample air. The change in
resistance maybe from infinity to few kil -a and is proportional to the relative humidity
of the sample air.

In addition to change of conductivity it has also been observed that a potential
difference is created across the cell as it absorbs moisture. In the dry state, the potential
difference approaches zero but in 80% humid atmosphere, measured potential was about
1 v.}lt D.C. with 50 micro amper short circuit current. Tl nost probably due to the
gulvanic acticr. of the chemicals and the electrode mater

It is seen from above discussion that it is possible , u obtain both the conductivity
and the voltage signal from the moisture sensitive cell as desired.

25.2. Electronic Circuit:

For reasons of signal stability and circuit simplicity it was decided to convert
the conductivity signal into voltage signal. Fig24 describes one type of ciruit developed for
this purpose.

In this circuit the moisture sensitive transducer is placed in series with the
secondary coil of an isolating transformer primary of which is connected to 220 V,50 c/s
supply, The output of this input transformer and the M.S.C combination is fed to the primary
of an impedence matching transformer. The output from the impedence matching transformer
is rectified I -, means of a single diode rectifier and filtered by means of a TO u'f capacitor.
The turn ratio of the impedence matching transformer depends on the input impedence of the
recorder unit. In one type of circuit this was f ! i as 2: 1 .

Circuit test mechanism is provided by means of a 220 k resistance which comes in
parallel with the M.S.T. on pressing a switch. Normally the test resistance is cut off from the
rest of the circuit.

A voltage is induced in the secondary of the matching transformer proportional to
the voltage at the primary of this transformer. In dry atmosphere <I.e to extremely high resistance
of the detector, very small voltage i.e of the order of few micro volts only, appears at the
primary of this transformer. As the moist air passes through the detector its resistance falls,
consequently output signal at the transformer primary also increases. In operating range of the
detector the output signal may vary from few micro volts to few folts.

Out put impedence of the device can be adjusted by the proper choice of turn
ration of the matching transformer. 2

( K )
Output impedence - Input impedence X ( ^ \
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25.3.

where N s and Np are number of turn- V, the secondary and the primary coil of the
transformer.

Thus transformer serves the purpose of generation of the output signal and also
an impedence matching device for the output circuit in this arrangement. However in one
of the detector, the matching transformer was eliminated and satisfactory performance was
obtained with the isolating transformer only.

A simple potential dévider on a Wheatstone Bridge circuit can also be used to
obtain the output signal. However , with these arrangement the output impedence of the
signal generator isV very additional circuit complexity.

high causing
Signal Transmission :

The detector and the signal generator are mou "?d on the fuelling machine.
Signal generated here, is transmitted to recorder and alarm circuit in the control room.In
case of KANUPP, there is about 500 f t . of cable length required between fuelling
machine and the control room. The transmission line passes through the cable way in whiaS
there are number of power supply lines. As a resu'f of stray magnetic fields and inter line
capacitance, there can be inducsd stray electric current in the signal transmission l ine.

To filter the stray fields, the signal is rectified at the fuelling machine. Two
shunt capacitor, one just after the rectifier and the other in the control room are provided
across the transmission line to shunt the stray induced currents in the leads.

In addition to this precaution the signal transmission cable must be sheilded type
c a properly earthed at suitable places. With these precautions the effect of the induced
stray voltages is minimise-

In order that shunt capacitors do not appreciably effect the response and reset
time of the circui t , the time constant of the circuit is to be kept as low as possible.This
is achieved by selecting the proper rating of shunt capacitor ( 10 MF each ) and also by
the addition of a shunt resistance ( 10 K -*">- ) across the leads. However, component
ratings may vary as per associated circuit requirements.

25.4. Recorder Input :

Using a recorder having sensitivity range upto few mil l i volts, there is no
need of any additional amplification of the signal obtained. Quite good sensivity is
available using a 5 mV scale of the recorder. Therefore signal from the detector is fed
directly to the recorder in the control room.

The signal can also be amplified if so desired and used to trigger an SCR
or to operate a relay for initiating alarm in the control room for leaks above certain pre-
selected level. Any general amplifier may be used for this purpose and therefore no
special circuit is given here for this purpose.
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26.0 SCANNING OPERATION: O n REACTOR END FITTINGS

In the remote leak search, the scanning of the end fittings by the fuelling
machine may be done manually or automatically.

26 1 Manual Scanning:

Figure 25 shows one mode of travel of the fuellin g machine during scanning
operation. In this operation the machine head is brought to the level of " A " row and
travels horizentally to scan end fittings 6,7,8,9,10,11 and moves on the extreme right
where the operator stops the machine and lowers the head to the level of row " B ". Then
the machine is switched on to scan end fittings 13,12,11,10,9,8,7,6,5 and 4 and continue
travelling to extreme left where the machine is stopped by the operator; lowered to the
row " C " and made to travel horizentally to the right, to scan the end fittings 2,3,4,5,
6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13 and 14. In this^he scanning process is repeated to scann all over the
reactor face. a ^

26.2. Automatic Scanning :

Automatic scanning has been made possible at KANUPP by the use of PDP-8
Computer which is used to control the fuelling machine operation. The block group
representation of the system is shown in Fig.20

In the automatic scanning operation the machine is programmed to scan on
fast speed the entire reactor face. The output of the detector is fed to the recorder and the
auto write up equipment.

As a further development the auto typewriter continuously prints out the
condition ôf of the end fitting in the form of no leak, low leak, medium leak and high
leak.

This modification would need to add additional hardware to trigger a pro-
portionate pulse on the appearance of a leak.

26.3. Precautions and Servicing:

The following precautions would result in more reliable operation of leak
detection equipment L . ictor end fittings: -

1 . Ejector air supply should be switched on at least 5 mins. earlier than the
electric supply. This is very important if the machine has been in an area
where relative humidity is high ( i.e. more than 50% ) .

2. While the machine is in highly humid area, the signal from the detector would
be high ( may be in volts range). Due to high back ground signal, the breahth
test or service air test would not produce a marked change in the recorded
signal. In such a case the service air test should be performed after purging the
maintenance lock room with air. It would be noted that as the room is being
dried the signal would be falling accordingly.
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3.

4.

6.

7.

8.

If the boiler room atmospheric humidity content is high then the device would
not be able to detect minor leaks in the end fitting. Normal 1 / the system should
respond to breath test from a distance of few feet fro m the probe head. If the
breath test or service air test fails to produce significant change in the signal
even when tested in dry atmosphere, it would be most probably due to a fault
in the moisture sensitive cei l . The M . S . C . can be regenerated by adding
few drops of 2% lithium chloride solution on the filter material. Preferably,
the sensitive cell should be replaced by a new one.

Proper positioning of the electrodes against the sensitive filter is a very important
factor in getting the desired performance. These must be properly secured and
continuity ensured even under severe mechanical vibrations.

The detector should not be left for long period in very humid atmosphere. This
decays the cell l ife quickly.

The detector should not be left stationary in front of a leaking end fitting for-
more than few seconds. Prolonged exposure to water vapour would cause serious
damage to the M . S . C .

In case there are superious signal on switching of any power line from the fuelling
machine control desk, then most probably the signal line is not properly earthed
or it is passing near by cables carrying heavy current. The cause should be removed
accordingly.

If the M . S . C . is O . K . but the recorded signal is not as expected then fault
should be looked in the signal generator. Which could be tested by bringing
the test resistance in circuit. In this test the recorder signal would jump above
one volt.
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27.0 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE;

2 7 . 1 . Leak Detection:

The technique for scanning leaks on the reactor end fitting described
in the preceeding pages have been in use for 3 years at KANUPP. Leak search operation is
very definite and noise free. No doubt is left about the leaking end fitting.

Fig.26 show a typical record of a leak search operation at rows P .N .M.
and L in the north face of the reactor. It is seen that as the machine scans the healthy end
fitting there is positively no signal output. However, as it approaches a leaking end fitting
( 6 -M in this case ) there is a sudden rise in the signal. Reset time is also very fast and signal
falls back to the reference state before the probe approaches the next end fitting.

As stated above the system is an essential feature of KANUPP operation
now and has been in use since last three years on regular basis and has its proved reliability
and usefulness beyond doubt. Appendix - I I I gives the regular record of its use in the log book
of KANUPP operation. It is seen that end fitting scanning operation is performed every third
day on the average. However, it is an essential requirement to scan the reactor face soon after
every shutdown and also after every start up.

A history of end fittings is kept and those which prove to be habitual
leaking are studied carefully for their unusual behaviour. Based upon this study the corrective
actions are initiated. Often closure plugs are found to be main fault points which are replaced.
Sometimes it is discovered that dirt settles down on the sealing surfaces for which reason the
end fitting under observation behaves badly in leak tightness. A scratch in the sealing surface
on the closure plug is the worst cause of persistant leaks. Even the very minute scratches arc
not tolerable.

Normally the leaking end fitting U closed by tightening the closure
plug. A complete record of the position of the each plug is maintained thus knowing the
tightener* allowance available in them. After the tightness allowance is reduced to less than
a predetermined limit the plug is also then replaced.

27.2 . Estimation of Leak :

A relative estimate of the leak rate is possible from the record of the
signal. It depends on two factors :-

1 . If the leak rate is high final value will be high.
2. The rate of rise of signal will also be higher for higher leak rates.

Accordingly the recorder output is calibrated in the known humidity
atmospheres and leak rates are reasonably estimated from the trace of the signal.

27.3. Exact Location of Leak:
Any individual end fitting can also be scanned to pin point the leak

position in that end fitting. It is thus possible to tell which side of the end fitting is leaking.

Also it is possible to see the way in which steam is leaking out of the
end fitting. Individual leaks have been scanned from the control roam and determined the
jet size and direction emitted from a particular end fitting.
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28.0 CONCLUSIONS:

The research and development work done in the field of leak
detection and control at KANUPP has proved very much rewarding and beneficial to
KANUPP operation. The techniques developed here are extremely reliable and simple
in design, construction and maintenance. The techniques developed at KANUPP have
already found their acceptance in Candu type reactors installed in some other countries.

Research work has helped us in understanding the leak behaviour
of reactor equipment such as reactor end f i t t ing, role of litheim hydrooxide in the control
of micro leak and self processing of leaks. It has helped us in the improvement of valve
and pump sealing materials . Also understanding obtained on the leak behaviour of reactor end
fitting would assist the designer in the improvement of their design. In addition this R&D
work give us lot of understanding of the reactor performance and effect of sudden load changes
in the behaviour of reactor components, end fittings, valves and pump seal quality.

Besides a better understanding of the plant equipment more and
confidence into the plant operations, this R&D work has proved of immense value in the
reduction of leak of heavy water from the reactor circuits thus causing a lot of saving on D2O
inventory. Also after these development the operators have been saved of getting un-necessary
radiation 'doses taken during the manual leak search operation. The effect of this work on
the plant availability has also been very impress!' nee the implementation of the new tech-
niques, plant has never been shutdown for the reoi^i of excessive undetected leaks from the
reactor components and reactor end fittings. Whereas before their implementation almost 20%
planned shutdown were done to locate the leaking end fittings and other components.

reactor containment
containment.

This work has also helped in reducing the light water leaks in the
thus causing the lower down grading of the leak D<^D into the reactor
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System:-

Subject:-

Purpose:-

Reactor Building Ventilation .

Investigation of inter atmospheric leaks between
boiler room and process water room.

To stop atmospheric inter leaks between boiler
room and process water room.

Equipment Required; -

1 - Barometer
2 - Candals or smoke bomb
3 - Torch

4 - Thermometer
5- Splint level
6 - Adjustable stairs

Procedure : -

1 - List all places in process water room where inter atmospheric leaks to boiler
room are possible.

2- Close all access door between process water room and boiler room.
3 - Measure temperature in ( a ) Process water room ( b ) Boiler room at three different

places across the inter partition at moderator area and reactor face.
4 - Measure atmospheric pressure in boiler room in the moderator area and reactor

face floor.
5 - Measure atmospheric pressure in the process water room at three different places

and take average.
6 - Determine the pressure difference between boiler room and process water room

on the basis of observations ( 4 ) and ( 5 ) .
7 - Raise slowly the atmospheric pressure in process water room by either opening one

of the service air line or the damper RBV-MD 12 as the SOE may recommend.
8 - Raise the pressure such that pressure in process water room is higher by one inch of

water than the boiler room.
9 - Adjust the service air valve or the damper such that differential of 1" is maintained.

10- Using smoke bomb or candle liphf test each possible leak point by observing the
smoke from the process water raom side.

1 1 - Note all such points and toke remedial measures.
12- Release the process water room pressure to normal by opening the damper

RBV-MD 11/RBV-D5.
13- Return the system to normal.
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A P P E N D I X - I I

System: Boiler Room

Subject: Test to Check Seepage In B/R.

Plant State - Shutdown. Originator: S.B. Mahmood.P.E.

Equipment:

Set-up :

Procedure:

1 -Test box ( perspex ) 41 x 21 x l 1

2-Dew point measurement apparatus.
3-Thermameter 0-120° F.

Thermometer

Nozzle

1-Place the box on the test place.
2-Seal with Duct seal for any leak from

outside.
3-lnstall thermometer in one adopter

provided for this purpose and make
the connection leak tight with duct
seal.

Pump 'ew point
meter.

1 -Take temperature of outside atmosphere close to the box.
2-Take temperature inside the box from the thermometer installed in

box for this purpose.
3-Have the Dew point Reader ready in operating state.
4-Open the cap of adopter provided on the box.
5-Connect the De point Reader leak tight at the adopter.
6-Keep the valve in the line closed.
7-Operate the Dew point pump for about 10 strokes to such air

from the l ine.
8-Open the valve on the box.
9-Operate the Dew Point Pump to get a definite result on the meter

(Use the temperature indicated by Dew Point Meter).
10.Close the valve.
1 1 . Disconnect the Dew Point Reader and replace the cap on the adopter end.
12-Take measurement of the Dew Point for the outer atmosphere following

the usual procedure.
13-Repeat the observations once every shift (Preferably at 0900,1700,01 OOHrs)
14-Experiment is to be conducted on different places on the moderator floor,

process water room floor. One set of observation may be completed in
3 days at one particular place.
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OBSERVATIONS TABLE :

( A

No

1.

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

(B

11.

12.

13,

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

)-SET-ï: Box Located near

Time & Date

ll-l-74( 1700 Hrs. )

12-1-74(0100 Hrs)

12-1-74 (0900 Hrs)

12-l-74( 1715 Hrs)

13-1-74(0100 Hrs)

13-l-74( 0900 Hrs)

13-1-74( 1730 Hrs)

14-1-74 (0100 Hrs)

14-1-74( 1800 Hrs)

15-1-74(0100 Hrs)

)-SET-l1 Box moved to new

15-1-74(1400 Hrs)

15-l-74( 1700 Hrs)

16-1-74(0100 Hrs)

( 0900 Hrs )

( 2200 Hrs )

17-1-74(0100 Hrs)

17-l-74(0900Hrs)

17-1-74(2100 Hrs) •

Drain Tanks.
TEMPERATURE

Outside

31.76°C
(89.15°F)

31.75°C
(89.15°F)

31 °C

30.8°C

30.3°C

27°C

27°C

26°C

16°C

location near

28°C

28.5°C

28°C

29°C

30°C

29.5°C

29.75°C

30°C

In Box

90°F

90°F

89°F

89°F

88.9°F

88°F

85°F

84°F

83°F

82.25°F

D2O collection tanks.

82.2°F

83°F

83.5°F

84°F

85°F

85°F

85.25°F

5°F

DEW
Out side

+61.5

+60.5°F

+38°F

+44°F

+30°F

+28°F

+38°F

+11°F

+18°F

Dew pointer

+20°F

+ 19°F

+42°F

+31°F

+20°F

+44°F

+42.5°

+33°F

POINT
: In Box

+62

+61 °F

+57°F

+57°F

+61 °F

+55°F-

+53°F

+58°F

+ 54°F

Out of Service.

20°F

+18°F

+28°F

+48°F

+50°F

+56°F

+59°F

+55°F
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( C )-SET-llt - Near Moderator damp Tank:

19. 18-1-74(0100 Hrs)

20. 18-1-74(0900 Hrs)

2 1 . 18-1-74(2000 Hrs)

22. 20-1-74(0100 Hrs)

23. 21-1-74(0100 Hrs)

24. 21-1-74(0915 Hrs)

25.22-1-74(0100 Hrs)

( D ) -SET-IV- Box shifted

26. 23-1-74(0400 Hrs)

27. 23-1-74(1415 Hrs)

28. 24-1-74(0100 Hrs)

29. 24-1-74( 1100 Hrs)

30. 24-1-74(1700 Hrs)

31. 24-1-74(0515 Hrs)

32. 26-1-74(0100 Hrs)

33. 26-1-74(1100 Hrs)

34. 27-1-74 (0100 Hrs)

35. 27-1 -74(1100 Hrs)

30°C

30°C

30°C

28°C

30.7°C

30.5°C

31°C

to PW Room. ( Boiler

28°C

29°C

28.5°C

29°C

29.25°C

28°C

29°C

28.5°C

28.5°

28.5°C

85.5°F

85.5°F

86°F

84°F

87°F

o
87 F

87°F

Room and FW Room

85°F

85.5° F

85°F

86°F

85.8°F

85.5°F

85.5°F
Found Broker
Please replace with
new one.

85.0°F

29.8°C

+45°F

+33°F

+30°F

+57°F

+35°F

+43.5°F

Inter door open)

+31.5°F

+36.0°F

+33°F

+34°F

+43°F

+39°F

+36°F

+25°F

+24°F

+15°F

+58°F

+48°F

+52°F

+63.5°F

+55°F

+59°F

+56°F

+52.5°F

+55°F

+51 °F

+60.5°F

+60°F

+52°F

+64.5°F

+56°F

+55°F
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DISCUSSION:

( A ) Reodings ( Set-1 )

1) Outside atmosphere dew point varies from 61.5 F to 18 F during the test period as
the dryers were operating.

ii) Inside the box the Dew point varies between 62 F to 54 F , showing a decrease due
to possible leakage from outside atmosphere.

iii) Qualitatively the experiment indicates NIL result.

( B ) Set -11

i) Outside dew point rise from 20 F to 45° F in the ?est run as the one of the dryer was
put off.

ii) Inside box dewpoint rise from 20°F to 58 F in the same period.

iii) It indicates the leak in the system but at the same time means slight moisture input
due to seepage effect.

( C ) Set 111

i) Out side dewpoint is variable with an irregular pattern and its effect it seen correspondingly
on the inside air dewpoint. Indicating a system leak. However seepage indication is also
positive although negligible in quantity.

( D)Set I V

This reading is taken on the process water room Hoor when the connecting
door with the boiler room was kept open. Within the accuracy of dewpoint reader, the seepage
effect seems to be negligible. The reason of lower outside air dew point is that dryers were
carted after the perpex box had been set on the floor and first reading was taken same hours
tatters.
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APPENDIX-III

1) Summary of Frequency of Scanning Reactor Faces
Using SBM Probes

Period
1-10-1973 to 1-2-1978

and

Corrective Action Taken.

2) D2O Loss and Escape Comparison before & After

development of
Leak detection methods at Kanupp.



TABLE-!

Frequency of Scanning Reactor Faces Using
SBM Probes

Period 1.10.73 to 1.2.78

Action North Face South Face Total

Scanning Operation 250

Leaking endfittings
discovered. 82

300

132

550

214

Retorquing action
taken. 54 85 139
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TABU-II

<Comparison Heavy Water Data
Escape Rat.é & Loss Rate

•. J ' '

V*"- '"

A.Before the Implementation of SBM Probes:

1973

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September

B .After the SBM Probes

October
November(S/D 17th)
December

1974

January
February (Start 15th)
March
April
May
June
July
August
September

Escape Rate

Kg/V

2.50
1.26
1.42
3.71
3.86
1.94
3.69
2.74
2.91

Installed:

0.89
0.66
S/D

S/D
0.30
1.85
1.06
1.45
1.63
2.66
1.75
0.60

Loss Rate
Kg/h

0.30
2.45
1.25
0.49
0.91
0.72
0.66
0.90
0.89

0.91
-
S/D

S/D
-
1.14
0.80
0.47
0.45
0.47
0.38
0.23
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REACTIVITY MECHANISMS

NORTH
FUELLING MACHINE

ACTIVITY ;;
'MONITORING ROOM

SPENT FUEL
| DISCHARGE ROOM

Fig.lA -REACTOR CUTAWAY
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VALVt SPINDLES

PUMP SHAFTS

MECHANICAL JOINTS

HEAVY WATER
COLLECTION

TANK

Fig.3 - HEAVY WATER COLLECTION
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BOTTOM
BLOCK

LOAD CELL
STUD

LOWER
NUT

LOWER
NUT'

(VU
BELLEVILLE

•(DISC) SPRINGS
2 IN PARALLEL
IAIN SERIES

4LOAD CELL

GLAND LOADER
PLATE

-ISLAND |

PACKING SPLIT
RINGS

\ JVALVE 1
FLANGE]

LANTERN
RING

PACKING SPLIT
RINGS

•KORUTE
PACKING BLOCK

BACKSEAT SLEEVE

Fig.5 - LIVE LOADING OF VALVES
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Heavy Water
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-DOUBLE WALLED COLD CHEST -TRANSPARENT PROBE

Fig. 8 - SCHEMATIC ARRANGEMENT FOR THE TRANSPARENT
PROBE AND COLD CHEST
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REACTOR ENDFITTINGS

VAC CUM
PUMP/BLOWER

\ !\ / \

UT"

/

SHINING SURFACE

-COLD WATER CHEST

R g . 9 R t -MOTE LEAK SEARCH OPERATION ON REACTOR
ENDFITTINGS BY MEANS OF PORTABLE PROBES



END FITTING

COLD FINGER

LIQUID CO CYLINDER

L

FIG.10 .COLD FINGER ARRANGEMENT FOR LEAK

DETECTION AT ENDFITTINGS
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\ A

LIGHT SOURCE

PHOTOCELL

FIG.U -MULTIPLE REFLECTION T U B £ ( M R T ) A N D PHOTO RESISTANCE

ARRANGEMENT AS MOISTURE TRANSDUCER-

SAMPLE AIR

MR T

it 1 1 1 1 1

I I I I

BAFFLE FINS

COLD AIR

EXHAUST SAMPLE AIR

PRESSURE
ï AIR

FIG.12 - COOLING ARRANGEMENT FOR MRT.
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FIG.I9 GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF AUTOMATIC SCANNING OF THE.

REACTOR END FITTINGS FOR D20 LEAK SEARCH
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MOISTURE SENSITIVE

INSTRUMENT AtR
SUPPLY

REACTOR
END FITTING5.

MOUNT ON FUELLING

=#•

HEAT
EXCHANGER

FIG.21 GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE MOISTURE SENSITIVE
TRANSDUCER (MST) EJECTOR AND SBM PROBE -HEAD
FOR MOUNTING AT THE FUELLING MACHINE.
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